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Executive summary
In accordance with the Transport Infrastructure Act 1994 (TIA), Port of Brisbane Pty Ltd (PBPL)
has compiled a Priority Infrastructure Interface Plan (PIIP) to consider the specific interactions
between the Brisbane Port Land Use Plan (LUP) 2020 and the:
•

Brisbane City Council Local Government Infrastructure Plan (LGIP) that represents projects
for stormwater, transport, parks and land for community from 2016-2026;

•

Urban Utilities’ Water Netserv Plan (Netserv) that represents projects for both water
supply and sewerage infrastructure; and

•

Various utility providers serving (directly or indirectly) the developments within the
designated core port lands.

Services reviewed in the PIIP study include:


Water supply



Sewerage



Roads



Rail



Maritime services



Stormwater drainage



Power supply

While the TIA requirements for the PIIP do not specifically include a requirement to address rail
interface, the port’s LUP addresses this dimension of PBPL’s future freight task in detail. PBPL
has identified an increased modal share for rail transport, and the role of its ‘Brisbane
Multimodal Terminal’ (BMT), as integral elements as part of a logistics/supply chain strategy
aimed at optimising port efficiency and liveability within South East Queensland. In this regard,
ongoing discussions about the planning and development of freight rail infrastructure and
services enhancing the port and its hinterland are ongoing between PBPL, various local
government authorities, Queensland Rail Ltd, Aurizon, the Australian Rail Track Corporation, the
State and Federal Government and related stakeholders.
PBPL has made significant capital investments toward the development and maintenance of
port facilities and infrastructure intended to support port operations. PBPL’s contributions
include funding, provision and/or direct development of various infrastructure services.
Some of the notable projects implemented or contributed by PBPL since the previous PIIP was
completed in 2015/16 include:


Construction of the final stage of the Port of Brisbane Motorway, linking Fisherman Islands
to the Port of Brisbane Motorway (including the upgrading of Port Drive and the connection
of Tanker Street to Osprey Drive as part of Port Gate) in accordance with the PBPL’s Road
Franchise Agreement with DTMR. These works were completed in December 2018;



Upgrades to PBPL’s private road network (e.g. the duplication of the Lucinda Drive overpass
off Port Drive, the upgrading of the Bulk Terminals Drive round-about, the further
development of Curlew Street, Peregrine and Lucinda Drives (Fisherman Islands), the
extension of Radar Street (Port West) and the upgrading of Farrer Street (Port North). These
projects were all carried out between 2015-2019;



Activation of additional electrical services capacity at Fisherman Islands;
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Ongoing provision, operations and maintenance of Port Drive and internal road networks
within port precincts;



Ongoing provision, operation and maintenance of internal water supply and sewerage
reticulation systems within Fisherman Islands, Port Gate and Port West precincts;



Ongoing provision, operations and maintenance of communications network, including the
broadband internet connection service PortNET; and



A Joint Funding Agreement with BCC for an agreed $10 million ($5 million from PBPL) to
upgrade essential sections of road networks (i.e. Brownlee Street, Main Beach Road &
Marine Road to support the Brisbane International Cruise Terminal (BICT). These works
were complete mid-2020, in conjunction with the BICT’s completion).

These initiatives affirm PBPL’s commitment to supporting development within port lands and
working with State and Local Governments to ensure adequate services are provided to enhance
cargo trade and tourism in the region.
The following table summarises the outcomes of the PIIP study, including the ongoing
coordination works between PBPL, BCC and other relevant infrastructure stakeholders to ensure
planning for port services progresses smoothly.
Table 1

PIIP summary

Infrastructure
Element

External
Stakeholder

Summary of PIIP Review

Land Use
Planning

Brisbane
City Council

BCC’s City Plan 2014 is generally consistent with PBPL’s
planning initiatives (both land use and development timing) as
summarised in its government approved LUP.
Port West is a designated zone for industrial development. While
PBPL’s current development plans do not identify the provision
of park land, Port West will continue to develop with the
incorporation of adequate amenities for local workers (including
a riparian corridor setback of a minimum 20 metres off the river
(HAT) as per BCC’s requirements under their Waterway Corridor
Overlays in the City Plan 2014) that will not compromise the
industrial primacy of the site.
This approach is consistent with PBPL’s general development
strategy that has led to approximately 35% of core port lands
being designated for as Open Space, Conservation/Buffer or
Buffer/Investigation uses. This is an internationally unique ‘green
space’ provision for a port.
PBPL’s proposed inclusion of additional areas that may become
Brisbane Core Port Land (BCPL) - e.g. wet and dry areas at
Luggage point identified for additional “wharves” and “terminals
(Bulk, General Purpose and additional areas at the approach to
Fisherman Islands” will also be the subject of specific, future
discussions with BCC, DTMR, UU and others regarding the
provision of appropriate road, water, sewer, stormwater and
electrical services connectivity and capacity.
Where necessary, the future inclusion of additional Brisbane
Core Port Land in the LUP and/or changes in transport / supplychain infrastructure servicing the port may also prompt a review
and update of this PIIP.

Water
Supply

Urban
Utilities

PBPL functions as the Water Service Provider for its
developments. PBPL is responsible for provision, operation and
maintenance of water supply reticulation networks as per Section
289T of the Transport Infrastructure Act 1994.
Water is supplied to port lands from UU’s broader water supply
networks, particularly the Wellers Hill and Bartleys Hill water
supply areas. A review of the UU’s current infrastructure planning
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Infrastructure
Element

External
Stakeholder

Summary of PIIP Review
indicates that the planning criteria adopted by UU are generally
higher than the historical water demands of existing port
customers. It is expected that future developments within the port
will be of similar nature to existing developments resulting in
similar water demands based on the PIIP review, existing and
future infrastructure proposed by UU are consistent with the
provisions of the PBPL Land Use Plan.
With the planned 30% increase in port footprint by 2048, UU’s
infrastructure strategy is considered adequate to service the
future water demands on port lands. The population projections
in Equivalent Persons (EP) anticipated by 2048 are shown as
part of Table 6. These projections will need to be reviewed
regularly due to automation, land use designation etc. None of
the planned works identified in UU’s current capital investment
programme are directly attributed to demand growth within port
lands. Notwithstanding, the possible implications of higher than
expected future peak instantaneous flow requirements on
network planning needs to be continually monitored and
confirmed.
PBPL is also exploring potential pressure reduction initiatives in
line with its system leakage management approach. The
implication of this proposed change to supply pressures on fire
flow availability needs to be confirmed and coordinated in due
course.
UU and PBPL are yet to establish formal ownership interface
points between their water supply networks. Whilst these points
are generally recognisable based on the current water supply
arrangements.
UU and PBPL are currently in negotiations to formalise these
terms and implications for the sharing of asset ownership and
maintenance requirements. The PIIP may need to be updated in
the future to reflect the outcome of the ongoing discussions with
UU.

Sewerage

Urban
Utilities

Similar to water supply, PBPL is responsible for the provision of
sewerage services to its developments except in the Port North
precinct. UU currently have a flow meter on the inlet to Luggage
Point on this dedicated rising main. This records all flows from
Fisherman Islands, the BICT & Port Gate. PBPL is responsible
for the provision, operation and maintenance of the internal
reticulation networks within Fisherman Islands, Port Gate and,
once fully developed, Port West.
Sewage flows from port lands are discharged to UU’s broader
sewerage network for treatment at Luggage Point STP. UU has
not updated the sewerage infrastructure planning for the
Australia Trade Coast (ATC) area since 2005. The ATC includes
the areas of BCPL.
In lieu of reviewing an infrastructure plan, a comparison of UU’s
current planning and design criteria was instead conducted as
part of the PIIP study. The review indicates that actual sewage
generation in existing port developments is lower than the criteria
used by UU to plan its capital works.
Based on the PIIP review, existing and future infrastructure
developments proposed by UU are consistent with the provisions
of the PBPL Land Use Plan.
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Infrastructure
Element

External
Stakeholder

Summary of PIIP Review
UU and PBPL are yet to establish formal ownership interface
points between their sewerage networks. Whilst these points are
generally recognisable based on the current sewerage
arrangements, UU and PBPL are currently in negotiations to
formalise these terms and implications for the sharing of asset
ownership and maintenance requirements. Of particular interest
to these negotiations is the determination of SP206 ownership.
The PIIP may need to be updated in the future to reflect the
outcome of the ongoing discussions with UU.

Roads

Department
of Transport
and Main
Roads
Brisbane
City Council

With 97.5% of its cargo trade being handled by trucking, PBPL
recognises the significance of adequate and well-maintained
road networks to its operations.
PBPL has historically initiated and/or contributed to the planning,
funding, construction and maintenance of key road infrastructure
that connect and service the port precincts and its surrounding
neighbourhoods. Some of PBPL’s notable previous initiatives
involving roads that immediately service port lands include:
 Construction of the final stage of the Port of Brisbane
Motorway, linking Fisherman Islands to the Port of Brisbane
Motorway (includes the connection of Tanker Street to Osprey
Drive as part of Port Gate) in accordance with the PBPL’s Road
Franchise Agreement with DTMR;
 Upgrades to PBPL’s private road network (e.g. the duplication
of the Lucinda Drive Overpass off Port Drive, the further
development of Peregrine and Lucinda Drives (Fisherman
Islands), the extension of Radar Street (Port West) and the
upgrading of Farrer Street (Port North);
 Upgrading and duplication of Captain Bishop Bridge; and
 The augmentation of the cycle path network near Port Gate.
The recent completion of the PoBM upgrade ensures that the
existing road network directly servicing the Fisherman Islands
and Port Gate precincts are adequate to service PBPL’s targeted
container trade growth to 2048. This is particularly critical since
66% of the port’s cargo trade (containers) is moved within
Brisbane and its adjacent regions. Given its regional importance
as a freight route, the PoBM’s efficiency and safety will continue
to be monitored in partnership with DTMR (noting that recent
incidents of traffic congestion exiting the PoBM (south onto the
Gateway Motorway) have been raised with DTMR for review and
the consideration of remedial options as necessity dictates.
The development of Port North and other areas nominated for
future inclusion as Brisbane Core Port Land will be the subject of
site and issue-specific infrastructure provision discussions as
needs, design detail and development priorities warrant.
It is expected that the significant cargo trade growth targeted by
PBPL will continue to put pressure on South-East Queensland’s
broader road network that is used for freight transport.
Notwithstanding, the completed and planned road infrastructure
works, holistic planning on freight movement encompassing
roads, rails and logistic chain needs (to, from and beyond the
port) should be coordinated with relevant state and local
government stakeholders to determine more concrete
infrastructure plans to support the growing port trade.
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Infrastructure
Element

External
Stakeholder

Summary of PIIP Review
NB: The port’s interface with rail infrastructure, while not an
element referenced in TIA’s requirements for the PIIP, is
addressed in Section 2.5.1.2 of the LUP.

Rail

Australian
Rail and
Track
Corporation
Queensland
Rail

PBPL is of the view that in keeping with global transport trends,
SEQ must plan for a changed modal split for its long-term,
landside logistics function. Currently, around 2.5% of container
trade through the port is handled on rail. The projected increase
in population and growth in container trade will lead to a sixfold
increase in the number of trucks on the road by 2050.
In 2019, Deloitte Access Economics completed a report on the
potential for a freight rail link from Acacia Ridge to the Port of
Brisbane. The report identified significant economic, social and
environmental benefits of having a freight rail link to the port.
Also in 2019, the SEQ City Deal Proposition was published. One
of two “transformational opportunities” for infrastructure was to
“Supercharge an SEQ Trade and Enterprise Spine between the
Toowoomba Trade Gateway and the Australia TradeCoast by
connecting Inland Rail to the Port of Brisbane and unlocking new
jobs in the south-west and western growth areas.”
Queensland Rail is currently undertaking lowering works to
tunnel floors at 11 tunnels on the Toowoomba Range and the
Little Liverpool Range to allow 9’6” (2.9 m) high cube containers
to pass. The project will ensure rail is a more viable and attractive
option for industries to deliver goods to the Port of Brisbane for
export.

Maritime
Services

Maritime
Safety
Queensland

PBPL has obligations under its 99-year head lease to maintain
the channel and berth depths at the port. PBPL is also obliged to
provide certain information, in particular in relation to channel
depths, to enable depths to be declared to MSQ – the Regional
Harbour Master. The channels, reaches and berths are
developed, monitored and maintained by PBPL’s fleet of
dredgers and hydrographic surveyors
Maritime Safety Queensland (MSQ) is a branch of the
Department of Transport and Main Roads and is the safety
regulator for Queensland waterways. Brisbane is Queensland's
largest general cargo port and one of the fastest growing multicargo ports in Australia. There are over 2500 vessel visits
annually.
Presently, the following assets are owned and maintained by
PBPL:
 9 dedicated container berths and 4 berths for general cargo
and motor vehicles at Fisherman Islands
 Port North Common User Berth, Pinkenba
 Caltex Crude Oil Wharf, Fisherman Islands
 Caltex Products Wharf, Port Gate
 Coal Wharf, Fisherman Islands
 General Purpose Wharf, Fisherman Islands
 90 kms of shipping channels
 2 Dredgers
 1 Bed Leveller Unit
 Swing basin at Fisherman Islands (not owned by PBPL)
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Infrastructure
Element

External
Stakeholder

Summary of PIIP Review
 Swing basin adjacent to Berths 10 and 11 (not owned by PBPL)
It is the responsibility of the container ship operators to carry out
weekly servicing of the 300m and larger container ships. MSQ,
PBPL and the wharf operators continue to work together as part
of the bollard upgrade program in line with mooring
arrangements, swing basin requirements & storm conditions.
Significant local changes in the movement of cruise vessels are
anticipated recently completed Brisbane International Cruise
Terminal (BICT) at Pinkenba commences its operations. This
facility will see a reduced requirement for cruise ships travelling
upstream to the Portside Wharf at Hamilton. A significant portion
of this growing tourist market (including larger mega cruise
vessels) will berth at the new, purpose-built BICT. PBPL has
been working in partnership with BCC, MSQ, UU, adjacent land
owners, the State Government and the cruise industry to develop
tourism-related infrastructure ensuring a smooth transition to this
new facility.

Stormwater

Brisbane
City Council

Provisions made by PBPL in its developments for stormwater
infrastructure are consistent with BCC’s general approach to
stormwater management planning and design, specifically:
 Underground drainage system designed for a minimum
capacity of 10-year ARI rainfall event;
 All major roads are designed to remain trafficable during a 30year ARI rainfall event; and
 Overland flow paths are provided for the conveyance of flows
in excess of the capacity of the underground drainage system.
These flow paths are typically designed for a 100-year ARI
rainfall event.
As port lands are downstream of, or isolated from, BCC land,
development of port lands does not rely on the provision of trunk
stormwater drainage infrastructure by BCC.
Port West and Port Gate precincts contain significant drainage
channels that drain upstream land. These channels, while not
mapped as trunk infrastructure on BCC’s current Local
Government Infrastructure Plan (LGIP), perform drainage and
flood management functions that must be maintained. Future
development of port lands (including any potential modification
or realignment of drainage channels) must comply with
applicable design guidelines relating to flood immunity and
drainage design.
Development of port lands should avoid or mitigate any potential
adverse impacts of flooding and drainage of surrounding land.
Potential adverse impacts include, but are not limited to,
increases to flood levels, depths or velocities across a range of
flood magnitudes.
Outside of BCC’s approach to stormwater, PBPL provides an
alternative stormwater treatment solution for its tenants and as
part of its own projects. This is discussed in more detail as part
of Section 8.4.
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Infrastructure
Element

External
Stakeholder

Summary of PIIP Review

Power
Supply

Energex

The electricity infrastructure supplying the Port of Brisbane has
been designed with future expansion in mind, including:
 Sufficient capacity in the transmission network;
 An established and operationally designed 110kV voltage
with the ‘downstream’ connection to the Port Drive Zone
substation remaining at 33kV. The site is not presently
energised to 110kV. The ultimate expansion of this system
to 110kV will be managed by Energex as demand requires;
 The establishment of a second Zone Substation (33-11kV)
at the northern end of Fisherman Islands. This substation
will be supplied from the future 110-33kV Bulk Supply
Substation on Lucinda Drive via an underground 33kV
feeder along Lucinda and Peregrine Drives; and
 An expanded network of 11kV underground lines will
radiate from this substation with appropriate connectivity
into the existing 11kV network supplied from the Port Drive
Zone Substation. This improvement is expected to be
developed in line with demand for power and likely to be
within the next 30 years.
It is therefore concluded that adequate electricity network
planning is in place to cater for a range of customer load
developments for the Port of Brisbane.
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1.

Introduction
1.1

Background

Under the Transport Infrastructure Act 1994 (TIA), Port of Brisbane Pty Ltd (PBPL) has specific
obligations related to land use planning on port land and interaction with Brisbane City Council
(BCC) to achieve consistency in the planning of various infrastructure serving the port. Under
Section 283S of the Act, a plan is required “describing how development that is consistent with
the Brisbane port LUP is intended to coordinate with the LGIP of BCC for the types of local
government infrastructure relevant to Brisbane core port land.”
On 1 July 2010, the Central SEQ Distributor-Retailer Authority trading as Urban Utilities was
established as a distributor-retailer for the Brisbane City Council local government areas with
ownership of and responsibility for the water supply and sewerage networks
TIA therefore requires the preparation of a Priority Infrastructure Interface Plan (PIIP) to
consider the specific interactions between the Brisbane Port Land Use Plan (LUP) 20151 and the
BCC LGIP (2016-2026) that embody the requirements of BCC. PBPL have also prepared the PIIP
to consider the specific interactions between the Brisbane Port LUP and UU’s Water Netserv
Plan (Netserv) given the essential function of the water supply and sewerage network. Specific
utility services that require consideration in the PIIP as per the TIA include:


Water;



Sewerage;



Stormwater; and



Roads

Although not a specific obligation under the TIA, the PIIP also considers State road infrastructure,
rail, public transport, community infrastructure, electricity supply and telecommunication
services to the port.
Through its origins under government ownership and since its privatisation in December 2010,
PBPL has made significant capital investments toward the development and maintenance of
port facilities and infrastructure intended to support port operations. PBPL’s contributions
include funding, provision and/or direct development of various infrastructure services including
but not limited to roads, water supply, sewerage, stormwater drainage, power supply, fibre
optic services, and the provision of vast open spaces for conservation and/or buffering purposes.

1.2

PIIP Scope and Objectives

A PIIP is a document prepared by or for the port operator describing how planned developments
under the LUP correspond with the LGIP established by BCC and other utility providers to service
Brisbane’s core port lands. The PIIP covers:
a.

A summary of initiatives and contributions made by PBPL towards the improvement of
service infrastructures in around the core port lands, including but not limited to the:
– Construction of the Port of Brisbane Motorway
– Construction of the now completed Brisbane International Cruise Terminal (BICT) at
Luggage Point commenced. This investment included PBPL and Brisbane City Council

1

NB: The Brisbane Port Land Use Plan 2015 (LUP) is presently under review. This PIIP has been drafted noting the proposed
updates to the LUP.
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(BCC) jointly funding a $10 million upgrade to a number of existing roads between
Main Myrtletown Road and Marine Road at Pinkenba
– Upgrade and duplication of Captain Bishop Bridge
– Upgrade, operation and maintenance of Port Drive
– Provision, operations and maintenance of internal road networks within port
precincts
– Construction of the Cross-River Sewerage Link (CSRL)
– Provision, operations and maintenance of internal water supply and sewerage
reticulation systems within Fisherman Islands, Port Gate and Port West precincts
– The procurement and development of the ‘Brisbane Multimodal Terminal’ (BMT) –
the rail/road interface facility at Fisherman Islands that services container trains and
is accompanied by port infrastructure to service coal and agribulk trains
– Provision, operations and maintenance of communications network, including the
broadband internet connection service PortNET
b.

A review of BCC’s LGIP and its priorities for infrastructure provision in port areas and their
immediate surrounds, particularly those relating to the following utility services:
– Water supply
– Sewerage
– Roads
– Stormwater drainage
– Land for community purposes

c.

PBPL’s strategic infrastructure development and funding priorities and sequencing to
effectively interface with BCC and other stakeholders’ infrastructure delivery programs.

d.

Comparing BCC’s LGIP and utility providers’ future infrastructure planning with PBPL
priorities for development to establish where respective infrastructure priorities are
matched/ mismatched, and where gaps exist for future negotiation.

e.

Documenting consultation/negotiations between BCC, UU, DTMR and other the relevant
agencies to satisfy the requirements of TIA Section 283X.
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2.

Land Use Planning
2.1

BCC City Plan 2014

Brisbane City Council (BCC) is responsible for the planning of land use and developments within
the local government area extents, which encompass Brisbane Core Port Lands (BCPL). BCC’s
planning recognises BCPL among the broad Special Purpose Zones, along with the airport,
defence, detention facilities, transport infrastructure and utility services zones. PBPL is
responsible for detailed land use planning within the designated special purpose port zone
based on its development requirements and initiatives.
BCC adopted its current planning scheme in 2015-16, referred to as City Plan 2014. The
document embodies the local government’s vision of how land in Brisbane can be used and
developed. It also provides the basis for planning key service infrastructure that will support the
projected growth.
Figure 1 shows an excerpt of the zoning map published by BCC relevant to City Plan 2014, which
identifies the designated special purpose zones for port and transport infrastructures.
The correlation of the BCC designated land use of port parcels and PBPL’s development
intentions are discussed in Section 2.3.

Figure 1

2

Excerpt of City Plan 2014 Zoning Map2

Figures 1, 2 & 3 have been updated in line with the Draft LUP2020
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2.2

Brisbane Port Land Use Plan 2015

Because BCC’s City Plan does not include detailed planning or land use management for BCPL,
PBPL is required under the TIA to develop its own ‘planning scheme’. PBPL’s LUP defines and
regulates developments within the designated core port lands, including:


Core port infrastructures



Port-related developments and buffer land



Any interim developments for compatible industrial uses

The current PBPL LUP was adopted in 2015 (the draft LUP 2020 is currently under review) and is
the subject of these PIIP assessments. The core port lands are divided into four major precincts,
namely:


Fisherman Islands (1,024 ha)



Port Gate (598 ha)



Port West (119 ha)



Port North (127 ha)

These precincts encompass a total of 1,867 hectares of dry and wet lands and more than 8.2 km
of quayline in the suburbs of Port of Brisbane, Lytton, Pinkenba and Bulwer Island. The extents
of these precincts are shown in the in the Brisbane Port Precinct Plan, which is replicated in
Figure 2. The precinct plan also shows that port lands are largely designated for industrial (i.e.
port and special industry), commercial and environmental/buffer purposes.

Figure 2 Brisbane Port LUP Precinct Plan
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The majority of existing port development is located in the Fisherman Islands and Port Gate
precincts. A number of future developments have been identified for Fisherman Islands, Port
West and Port North based on the development staging plan shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3 Brisbane Port Development Staging
Based on the above plan, the indicative footprint estimates for the key land use classifications
are summarised in Table 2. The existing development footprint of port lands is expected to
increase by a total of 30% after 2030.
Table 2

Brisbane Port Development Footprint3
Staged Land (subject to land preparation –
hectares

Land Use

2020

2025

2030

36

56

25

115

Special Industry

-

-

22

-

Environment

-

20

-

-

36

76

47

115

Port Industry

Total per Staging Horizon

3

After 2030

Data subject to review depending on market conditions and demand forecasting.
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Note:
Table 2 above includes the additional (new) and replacement lots PBPL has acquired since the
Brisbane Port Land Use Plan 2015 (LUP) was gazetted in 2016. Please refer to the Brisbane Port
Land Use Plan 2015 – Update (July 2019), Attachment 2, that includes the seven (7)
new/replacement lots that are now subject to assessment against the Table of Assessment in
the LUP.
https://www.portbris.com.au/getmedia/7d2fe312-4a11-4bcd-ac08-03412e69ecca/2019-0731-LUP-2015-Update-July-2019.pdf

2.3

Comparison of the LUP with City Plan 2014

2.3.1

Land Use Classifications

Although the BCC City Plan 2014 has no direct effect on the development of BCPL, the
consistency of assumptions between City Plan 2014 and PBPL’s LUP gives some guidance as to
the consistency of infrastructure planning by PBPL and Council.
A comparison of BCC’s City Plan interactive mapping and PBPL’s maps contained in Appendix 4
of the LUP indicates relative consistency of land use designations across the two plans. This is
demonstrated in Table 3 which summarises the land use classifications adopted by the PBPL LUP
and its corresponding zoning classification shown in the BCC City Plan 2014.
Table 3

Comparison of Land Use Classifications

PBPL LUP - Key Land Use Activities
Classifications

Primary Strategic Intent

Port Terminals

Premises predominantly intended for 'port
terminal facilities' and other facilities requiring
proximity to wharf areas such as handling of
cruise vessels, military vessels or both.
Premises related to marine and port safety,
security and monitoring are also to be located in
this precinct.
The purpose of this precinct is to accommodate
activities and development that are directly
related or ancillary to the direct operations of the
container, motor vehicle and general cargo
berths.
The purpose of this precinct is to accommodate
activities and development that are directly
related or ancillary to the operations of bulk and
general cargo terminals.
The purpose of the precinct is to accommodate
development and infrastructure which
contributes to the safe and efficient berthing of
various vessels and the loading / unloading of
goods.
The purpose of this precinct is to accommodate
port activities and development that support and
facilitate trading activities.
Area 1:
The purpose of the precinct is to identify an area
which may be subject to future port operational
development (subject to rigorous assessment of
potential impacts on the environment and
coastal processes).
Area 2:

Terminals
(containers,
motor vehicles,
general cargo)
Terminals (bulk,
general purpose)

Wharves/Loading
/Unloading

Port Industry

Port Operational
Support Services
(Areas 1 and 2)

Corresponding Zoning
Classification in the
BCC City Plan 2014
SP6 Special Purpose
(Port)
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PBPL LUP - Key Land Use Activities
Classifications

Commercial
Uses and
Ancillary
Services

Special Industry

Environment
including
Conservation,
Buffer and Open
Space

Primary Strategic Intent
The purpose of the precinct is to accommodate
activities and development that provide critical
support to the operation of the port, marine and
construction industries
The purpose of this precinct is to accommodate
localised services and retail activities
complementary to port activities. The activities
undertaken in this precinct will not adversely
affect the primacy of the centre’s hierarchy in
Brisbane City Council’s local government area
and their catchments do not extend beyond the
boundary of the Port of Brisbane.
The purpose of this precinct is to accommodate
large scale industrial activities which may involve
processing activities or the storage and
distribution of dangerous goods.
Premises intended for the following primary uses:

Corresponding Zoning
Classification in the
BCC City Plan 2014

Special Industry

Conservation

• Linear parkland and open space
• Port industry-related training/education
facilities
• Buffering to roads and stormwater
infrastructure
• Environmental buffering purposes

Conservation /
Buffer

Buffer /
Investigation
Precinct

Transport
Infrastructure
Heavy Transport
Corridor

• Protection of identified significant ecological
values
The purpose of the precinct is to protect areas
which have significant environmental values,
such as wetlands, mangroves, mudflats,
important remnant vegetation, riparian
corridors and other coastal habitats. These
areas also present significant port buffering
advantages to nearby sensitive land uses.
The purpose of this precinct is to provide port
buffers and areas which may be subject to
future port operational development (subject to
rigorous assessment of potential impacts on the
environment and coastal processes).
Corridors intended for rail and major road
transport routes.
Corridors identified for the efficient transfer of
cargoes at the port primarily between port
terminals, the Brisbane Multimodal Terminal and
Port Operational Support facilities.

SP3 Special Purpose
(Transport
Infrastructure)

Across the two plans (i.e. City Plan and LUP), there are no variations in zoning within the Port
North and Port West precincts. The Port Gate and Fisherman Islands precincts show some
minor disparity in the mapping of Conservation and Open Space areas.
Examination of the areas immediately surrounding the core port lands also shows consistency
and interaction of designated land uses. There are no conflicting uses with adjoining areas
identified as Industry Area (e.g. future, general, heavy and light), Conservation Area and
Community Use Area (e.g. education, emergency services, railway activities, utility installation
- sewerage treatment).
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2.3.2

BCC’s Local Government Infrastructure Plan

As per the Transport Infrastructure Act 1994 (TIA), PBPL has particular obligations related to
land use planning. The synergies between the BCC Local Government Infrastructure Plan
(LGIP) and the PBPL PIIP are essential. In reviewing the consistency of BCC’s LGIP with the LUP
initiatives, the following assessments were noted:


The LUP designates the land parcels that locate the future community infrastructures
(parks) for Port Industry use. No provision for Open Space use has been indicated in the
LUP mapping within these parcels.



Port West has been identified (and approved by State and Local Government) as a port
precinct that is specifically dedicated to the development of industry. While PBPL has not
identified the provision of parkland in its LUP in this precinct, Port West developments will
continue to incorporate adequate amenities for the local work force (including a riparian
corridor setback of a minimum of 20 metres off the Brisbane River (HAT) as per BCC’s
requirements under their Waterway Corridor Overlays in the City Plan 2014) that will not
compromise the industrial primary of the site.



Approximately 35% of Brisbane core port land is presently identified in PBPL’s LUP as
Open Space, Conservation/Buffer or Buffer/Investigation. This is an internationally unique
‘green space’ provision for a port.

2.4 Summary of Findings
The comparison of BCC’s City Plan 2014 and PBPL’s LUP indicates a high level of consistency of
land use designations between the two plans. BCC’s City Plan 2014 designates BCPL for Special
Purpose use particularly for port and transport infrastructure. PBPL’s LUP precinct plan
designates land for industrial (i.e. port and special industry), commercial and
environmental/buffer purposes.
PBPL shares the LGIP’s objective of integrated community purposed infrastructure and open
spaces within core port lands. PBPL demonstrates this key objective by designating 35% of its
lands for Open Space, Conservation/Buffer and Buffer/Investigation areas. PBPL will continue
to carry out its development initiatives with appropriately located amenities for the local work
force and open spaces for riparian corridor setback. Further requirement(s) for community
purpose infrastructure and open spaces within this precinct will be assessed to ensure that
adequate provisions are appropriately located and well-integrated into the proposed
development plans for the area.
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3.

Water Supply
3.1

Existing Water Supply

Water is supplied to port lands from the reticulated network owned and operated by Urban
Utilities (UU). With the exception of the Port North precinct, PBPL:


Functions as the registered water service provider (WSP) to various port precincts;



Implements, operates and maintains the internal water reticulation systems within
established port developments; and



Will continue to plan and expand the internal water reticulation systems to service future
port developments.

The existing water supply arrangements to each port precinct are described in Table 4.
Table 4

Water Supply Arrangements to Port Precincts

Precinct

Existing Water Supply Overview

Fisherman
Islands

Water is supplied to Fisherman Islands from UU’s Wellers Hill Reservoir. A
DN300 main runs along Port Drive. PBPL installed a second pipe along Port
Drive completed in 2018. This additional main can provide increased capacity
and contingency of supply. This main is supplied from the existing DN510
trunk main at the intersection of Port Drive and Pritchard Street.
Two (2) replacement UU bulk water meters were installed in October 2017 in
close proximity to the Captain Bishop Bridge. These meters measure the retail
water supplied by UU to Fisherman Islands. It is therefore considered the
interface point between these water providers for Fisherman Islands.

Port Gate

As with Fisherman Islands, Port Gate is supplied from UU’s Wellers Hill
Reservoir via the DN300 main running along Port Drive. This main is supplied
from the existing DN510 trunk main at the intersection of Port Drive and
Pritchard Street.

Port West

With majority of the Port West precinct still undeveloped at this stage, PBPL
will plan and implement the water supply service for this precinct as
development progresses. Water supply to the parts of Port West that are
already developed is provided by PBPL via a connection to the existing UU
supply network.
UU owns and operates a network of DN150 mains along Pritchard Road and
Lytton Road. It is expected that the water supply to Port West will be supplied
from these UU assets.

Port North

Water to Port North holding is supplied from UU’s Bartleys Hill Reservoir. A
DN600 trunk main runs along Tingira St, which feeds the parallel DN150
supply main. Port customers in this precinct all have frontage on Tingira St
and are therefore supplied from UU’s mains as direct customers.

3.2

Historical Water Consumption Data

The historical water consumption of developed port lands was estimated using the data
provided by PBPL, specifically:


Monthly consumption data based on UU’s meters (GEB17000028 and GEB17000030) from
January 2018 to December 2019 for water supplied to Fisherman Islands.
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Average daily water supply volumes derived from the above data are illustrated in Figure
4. It shows that:


The 24 months between January 2018 and December 2019, the daily water consumption
on Fisherman Islands averaged 487.5 kL/day. Above average consumptions were observed
in February 2019, where an outlier peak occurred. Excluding February 2019, the average
consumption was 469 Kl/day.

Average Supply (Monthly)
3-Monthly Trailing Average Supply

Figure 4 Monthly Average Water Supply Volumes to Fisherman
Islands
Using the detailed flow data for 2018-19, a statistical analysis of daily flow variability has been
undertaken. Table 5 summarises the results of the assessment, noting that the SCADA data
only covers 2019 consumption, but the data is in more accurate increments.
Table 5

Statistics of Observed Water Supply based on SCADA Data

Reference

Statistic

Daily Volume
Total

Unit Demand

Average 2018

420 kL

0.76 kL/ha

Average 2019

555 kL

1.00 kL/ha

Average 2019

558 kL

1.01 kL/ha

19.9 L/s

95th Percentile

942 kL

1.70 kL/ha

32.3 L/s

Maximum

1387 kL

2.51 kL/ha

507 L/s

UU bulk meter

SCADA Data

3.3

Supply Flowrate
based on 5-min
SCADA Data
-

UU Infrastructure Planning

The water supply infrastructure planning for the different port precincts are contained in the
following Master Plans commissioned by UU:


Water Master Plan for Wellers Hill WSA (GHD, 2013)
– Fisherman Islands
– Port Gate
– Port West
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Water Master Plan for Bartleys Hill WSA (GHD, 2013)
– Port North

The planning reports from these studies were reviewed to determine the provisions made by
UU to service the port’s water supply requirements.
3.3.1

Planning Criteria

Land Use Classification
UU developed a population model that provides the basis for its infrastructure planning. The
population model is derived based on the Brisbane City Plan classifications current at the time
of the population model preparation.
Population and Demand Estimates
The model provides population projections in Equivalent Persons (EP) for both residential and
non-residential land uses. Estimates were provided for the periods between 2018 and 2048
(Ultimate) and generally in 5-year intervals.
Population projections for the different port precincts were classified as non-residential
consistent with the City Plan classifications identified for these areas. The EP estimates for
various port precincts that were adopted in the performance assessment and planning of
water supply and sewerage infrastructure are summarised in Table 6.
Table 6

UU’s Non-Residential EP Projections for Port Precincts

Port Precincts

Non-Residential EP Estimates

EP Growth from
2016 to 2041

2016

2021

2026

2031

2041
(Ultimate)

Fisherman
Islands

3,011

4,842

5,203

5,464

7,577

Port Gate

164

275

297

313

441

277

Port West

539

915

989

1,043

1,477

938

Port North

268

365

409

496

659

391

4,566

The above estimates indicate a combined growth of 6,172 EP across various PBPL precincts.
The largest EP growth is expected at Fisherman Islands with an additional load of 4,566 EP.
For most of the areas owned by PBPL, water demands were estimated based on the criteria
summarised in Table 7.
Table 7

UU Water Demand Criteria for Non-Res EP

Demand Criteria

Wellers Hill WSA

Bartleys Hill WSA

Fisherman Islands, Port
Gate and Port West

Port North

Peak Day (PD) Demand

405 L/EP/d

239 L/EP/d

Average Day (AD) Demand to PD
Ratio

1.1 x AD Demand

1.1 x AD Demand

PD to Peak Hour (PH) Demand Ratio

1.22 x PD Demand

1.22 x PD Demand

The only exceptions to the above estimating approach are two major UU customers located
within the port precincts, which are identified in Table 8. The water demand estimates based
on EP projections for these major customers were replaced with a fixed demand based on the
customers’ peak historical consumptions.
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Table 8

Large UU Customers in Port Precincts

UU Customer

Address

Port Precinct

Peak Day Demand

Queensland Fire
and Rescue
Authority

17 Howard Smith Drive,
Port of Brisbane

Port Gate

99 kL/d

Cement Australia

77A Pamela St, Pinkenba

Port North

96 kL/d

To provide a comparison between UU’s planning criteria for its water supply systems and the
observed water demands in Fisherman Islands, existing and future water demands adopted in
the recent Wellers Hill WSS master plan are summarised in Table 9.
Table 9

Fisherman Islands Water Demand Estimates

Description

UU Criteria

Non-Res Water EP Estimate

2016

Ultimate

3,011 EP

7,577 EP

AD Demand Estimate

368 L/EP/d

1,109 kL/d

2,790 kL/d

PD Demand Estimate

1.1 x AD

1,219 kL/d

3,83 kL/d

PH Demand Estimate

1.22 x PD

17.2 L/s

43.3 L/s

 AD Demand

2.11 kL/ha/d

5.30 kL/ha

 PD Demand

2.32 kL/ha/d

5.83 kL/ha

Unit demand over the 526-ha
area indicated in the EP
model:

Referencing data provided in Table 5, the recorded daily supply volumes reasonably compares
with the 2011 and 2016 AD and PD demand estimates. This indicates general consistency
between UU’s planning and the port’s actual demands.
On the other hand, the actual maximum supply flowrates indicated in Table 5 appear to be
significantly higher than the PH estimates adopted by UU in its planning. The observed peak
supply requirements are potentially attributed to ship filling events that occur intermittently
and would be difficult to capture in a fixed diurnal pattern or application of peaking factors.
This may require further investigation by PBPL and UU to ensure consistency in demand
projections and standards of service. Because the current supply pressures to Fisherman Islands
are well above the minimum target adopted by UU, increasing the PH loads for Fisherman
Islands is not likely to trigger more capital works than what has already been established.
Fire Flow Criteria
The adequacy of water supply infrastructure to service the port’s firefighting requirements was
evaluated based on a total fire flow demand of 30 L/s, which can be supplied from three adjacent
hydrants for Non-Residential customers. This is the standard of service aimed for by UU in
planning and assessing the performance of its reticulated supply networks. Previous planning
exercises indicated that the trunk water supply infrastructure servicing port lands is adequate
to meet this standard.
PBPL advised that the existing reticulation system within the port lands was designed as per
standard BCC/UU guidelines. Any shortfall in fire flow requirements based on a tenant’s specific
requirements and as agreed with QFRS are generally provided for in onsite fire-fighting systems
(pumps/tanks, etc.) within tenant facilities.
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PBPL is considering reduction of current water supply pressures in line with its system leakage
reduction initiatives. The impact of this action on fire flow availability needs to be confirmed.
3.3.2

Capital Infrastructure Plan for Water

UU periodically publishes its capital works plan as part of the Water Netserv Plan. This is
generally reviewed every five years, with the latest version of the plan published and publicly
released on the 1 July 2020. UU can be contacted to obtain the latest Netserv Plan. Appendix B
of the Plan sets out proposed future investment. The relevant future trunk infrastructure works
identified in the BCC City Plan 2014 for water services are summarised in Table 10. There is no
planned potable water infrastructure identified by UU to service PBPL. UU servicing strategy is
reflected in their latest Master Plan.
Table 10 Planned Potable Water Infrastructure
Location

Proposed
Work

Lytton, Port Drive from
Wynnum North Road –
trunk water main

Augmentation

Length
(m)

Target
Completion
>2018/19

Estimated
Capital Cost
$1.7m

Beyond the scope of the Netserv Plan, PBPL is currently working with UU to augment the water
supply infrastructure that serves the new Brisbane International Cruise Terminal (BICT). This
infrastructure is independent of the Netserv Plan as it relates to a specific development
project.
3.3.3

Capital Infrastructure Plan for Recycled Water

In addition to potable water supply, UU’s Netserv Plan identifies an intention to invest in the
recycled water network that serves the Australia Trade Coast area, which includes port land.
Proposed works are listed in Table 11. All of these works are identified as occurring after
2018/19.
PBPL does not currently have an established water recycling network across port land.
Table 11 Planned Recycled Water Infrastructure
Location

Proposed
Work

Length
(m)

Target
Completion

Estimated
Capital Cost

Australia Trade Coast North
West Reuse Mains
Augmentation

Augmentation

>2018/19

$4.3m

Australia Trade Coast South
Reuse Mains
Augmentation

Augmentation

>2018/19

$11.8m

Australia Trade Coast South
Reuse Mains
Augmentation

Augmentation

>2018/19

$0.4m

Australia Trade Coast North
East Reuse

New
infrastructure

>2018/19

$2.2m
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3.4

PBPL Infrastructure Priorities

PBPL’s Master Plan for 2018 to 2048 identified a number of its own infrastructure priorities for
various port precincts. Priority items relating to the water supply are summarised in Table 12.
Table 12 PBPL Infrastructure Priorities - Water Supply
Precinct

Priority

Actions

Fisherman Islands
and Port Gate

Ongoing

Maintain and extend water supply to Fisherman Islands
and Future Port Expansion (FPE)

Port West

Ongoing

Maintain and extend water supply to Port West

Port North

Ongoing

Maintain and extend water supply to Port North

3.5

Summary of Findings

Of the identified items included in the Netserv Plan for water supply, the proposed main along
Port Drive from Wynnum Road North will have direct impact on the water supply service to
port lands. No other capital works relevant to the port’s water supply have been identified at
this stage, which is consistent with assessments of the adequacy of the existing network to
service the projected loads.
The review of UU’s planning criteria and the historical water consumption at Fisherman Islands
suggests that the actual water usage by port developments is lower than the average industrial
water demands allowed by UU in planning.
It is expected that future port developments will be of similar nature to existing developments
and consequently water demands will also be similar. Even with the planned 30% increase in
port footprint by 2040, UU’s infrastructure strategy is considered adequate to service the
future water demands on port lands.
SCADA data with five-minute intervals from 2014-15 indicate that the peak flows drawn at
Fisherman Islands significant exceed the assumptions made by UU in their network planning.
While there is sufficient capacity at present to accommodate this, implications of higher-thanexpected future peak instantaneous flow requirements on network planning need to be
monitored and confirmed. A Water Supply Network Master Plan is to be developed for port
land. This will allow strategies to be developed to manage risk (leaks, poor quality/quantity,
etc.) and inform future development/upgrades of the system.
UU and PBPL are yet to establish formal interface points between their water supply networks.
Whilst these points are generally recognisable based on the current water supply
arrangements, UU and PBPL are currently in negotiations to establish these terms and
consequently its implications on the sharing of asset ownership and maintenance
requirements. The PIIP will need to be updated in the future to reflect the outcome of the
ongoing discussions with UU.
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4.

Sewerage
4.1

Existing Sewerage Service

Sewerage services to relevant port holdings are generally provided via UU’s network that
transports sewage to Luggage Pt Sewage Treatment Plant (STP) for treatment and disposal.
The existing sewerage access arrangements to various port precincts are described in Table 13.
All ‘on-port’ services were planned, funded and constructed by PBPL.
Table 13 Overview of Existing Sewerage Service to Port Lands
Port Precinct

Existing Sewerage Service Overview

Fisherman
Islands and
Port Gate

Sewerage services to existing developments on Fisherman Islands and Port
Gate are described as follows:
 SP206 is a sewage pump station located on Fisherman Islands. It
collects sewage generated by port customers on Fisherman Islands
and all of Port Gate, and then pumps flows to Luggage Pt STP for
treatment via UU’s Cross River Sewerage Link (CRSL).
 Port customers on the north and northwest portions of Fisherman
Islands are serviced via conventional sewerage system (gravity). The
locations of these customers are identified in Figure with pink
)
shading. Sewage flows from these facilities are discharged to SP206.
 PBPL owns and operates a vacuum sewerage system that services
majority of its customers on the east side of Port Drive. Customers
connected to the vacuum system are identified in Figure with green
) shading. Sewage flows from these facilities are being discharged
to a vacuum station on Bingera Drive, then pumped into the adjacent
gravity system of Bingera Drive.
 Existing developments on the northwest portion of Port Gate are also
serviced via a conventional gravity system that discharges to a local
pump station on Howard Smith Drive. Sewage flows are pumped to
SP206 through the existing shared rising main along Port Drive, which
is owned by UU. Facilities serviced by this system are identified Figure
with blue
) shading.
 A number of port customers own and operate onsite sewage pump
stations. Sewage flows from these facilities are directly pumped to
SP206 via the shared pressure main along Port Drive. Facilities
serviced by onsite pump stations are identified in Figure with yellow
) shading.
 UU and PBPL have had discussions to establish a more appropriate
interface point between their sewerage services and assets. These
negotiations also include discussions on the ownership of SP206 pump
station.
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Figure 5

Existing Sewerage Network in Fisherman Islands 4

Port Precinct

Existing Sewerage Service Overview

Port West

Developed portions to the south of the precinct are connected to the UU
sewerage network. Undeveloped portions of the Port West precinct will be
connected as development proceeds.
It is expected that as the development of Port West progresses, PBPL will
be responsible for providing the sewerage infrastructure within the precinct
and establish a sewage connection to UU’s sewerage network. Figure 7
below illustrates UU’s existing trunk sewerage infrastructure that are likely to
be used as connection points between PBPL and UU’s networks.

Figure 6

4

UU’s Existing Trunk Sewerage near Port West

Existing sewer plan will be updated in 2021/22
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Port North

Customers in Port North are also not connected to a reticulated sewerage
system at this stage. It is understood that plans exist to construct a (low)
pressure main along Tingira St, which will discharge flow to Serpentine Rd
pump station (refer to Figure for UU future connection areas). Once
implemented, the proposed pressure main will provide an immediate
connection point for the developments in Port North subject to the customers
providing onsite pump stations to enable discharge to the proposed pressure
main. The timing for the implementation of the proposed main is however
not known at this stage. Again, internal sewer connections shall be funded
and/or constructed by PBPL.

Figure 7

UU’s future connection area map5

4.2

Historical Sewage Generation Data

Current sewage generation within port lands was reviewed to provide a basis for comparison
with the planning criteria adopted by UU in its infrastructure planning. Operational data from
PBPL’s SCADA system for SP206 was reviewed and summarised in Table 14 and 15 and Figure
9. The pump station was upgraded in 2018 and has remote monitoring feeding into a PBPL
SCADA system monitored by a contractor through an SLA. The data from August-December
2019 was taken from the log file of the flow meter at the interface point between SP206 and
the rising main discharge to Luggage Point. UU also has a flow meter recording the same flow
rates on the inlet at Luggage Point which has also been analysed and shown in Tables 14 and
15 and Figure 9. It should be noted that the BICT that will commence operations from
October 2020, will also discharge into the same rising main at the Luggage Point end once
complete.

5

Reproduced from Natserv connection area maps
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Table 14 UU Data for Pump Station SP206
Description

Data Period

Notes

Wetwell
Outflow

1 Aug 2019 – 31
Nov 2019

Discharge data from SP206 outflow from PBPL SCADA
system

Luggage
Point Inflow

11 Oct 2019 –
31 Nov 2019

Inflow data from UU SCADA

Figure 8 Daily SP206 Discharge Volumes based on UU Data
It should be noted that the data set from UU’s SCADA system was incomplete due to unknown
reasons. However, over the overlapping days it was observed that UU’s inflow data follows very
similar trends to the SP206 outflow data, however the two datasets are offset. There can be
multiple reasons for this, including instrumentation calibration issues on either meter.
Table 15 summarises sewage generation based on the operational data illustrated in Figure 9.
There is currently one (1) discharge point into the UU rising main at SP206 (located on Fisherman
Islands), however when the BICT (located downstream of the river crossing) commences, its
operations there will be two (2). The forecasted maximum flow from the BICT will be 4.2 L/s
and volume hourly demand of 15,400 litres during operation (circa 10hrs per day/190 days per
year). The BICT has been designed to ensure the drainage of all sewage is via gravity to a wet
well sewage pumping station. The wet well size will be required to allow for no surcharge within
the building.
For the purpose of calibrating future load projections and ultimate optimising onward
infrastructure planning, it is recommended that further review be undertaken to confirm which
dataset accurately reflects the sewage flows from port lands. Calibration of equipment is
essential for accurate data logging and this should be made a priority for both PBPL and UU in
the near future.
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Table 15 SP206 Pumped Flow Data
Description

Statistic

Based on Wetwell
Outflow Data

Based on UU
Inflow Data

1. Daily pumped volumes

Average

236 kL/d

203kL/d

95th
Percentile

311 kL/d

272 kL/d

Maximum

361 kL/d
(4.2 L/s)

308kL/d
(3.6 L/s)

Average

235 kL/d

197 kL/d

Maximum

314 kL/d

308 kL/d

3. Ratio of maximum daily flow to
average dry weather flow

-

154%

156%

4. Equivalent sewage unit load over
640 ha of port land currently
discharging to SP206

Average

0.37 kL/ha/d

0.32 kL/ha/d

95th
Percentile

0.49 kL/ha/d

0.43 kL/ha/d

Maximum

0.56 kL/ha/d

0.48 kL/ha/d

-

45%

29%

2. Dry weather pumped volumes

5. Ratio of average sewage unit
load to average water unit
demand (i.e. 1.11 kL/ha)

Note: The UU inflow daily data only covers approximately 40% of the PBPL wetwell outflow
daily data.

4.3

Infrastructure Planning

4.3.1

Planning Criteria

UU has provided the Australia Trade Coast North Sewerage Master Plan report prepared in 2005
as information on the sewerage planning servicing port lands. However, details pertaining to
load estimates and planned servicing strategy for the key port lands are not provided in the
report. It is also understood that several UU planning criteria have been updated since;
potentially rendering some of the assessments indicated in the above report obsolete.
MWH prepared a Sewerage Master Plan for the Port in 20156. Design criteria and load estimates
from the Master Plan for SP206 are summarised in Table 16.
Table 16 Fisherman Islands Sewerage Load Estimates (at SP206)
Description

Basis of
estimate

Sewerage EP Estimate

2015

Ultimate

1,361 EP

1,917 EP

4,201 EP

Average Dry Weather Flow
(ADWF) Estimate

210 L/EP/d

286 kL/d

403 kL/d

882 kL/d

Peak Wet Weather Flow
(PWWF) Estimates

5 x ADWF

16.5 L/s

23.2 L/s

51.1 L/s

0.54 kL/ha/d
2.71 kL/ha/d

0.77 kL/ha/d
3.83 kL/ha/d

1.68 kL/ha/d
8.38 kL/ha/d

Unit loads over the 526ha
area indicated in the EP
model:
 ADWF
 PWWF

6

2005

MWH (2015) Port of Brisbane Sewerage Master Plan, Port of Brisbane Pty Ltd, Brisbane
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Comparing the master plan load estimates in Table 16 and the pumping data from SP206
summarised in Table 15, it is evident that the current planning over-estimates the average and
peak wet weather flows by some margin. Measured average dry weather flow is 400 kL/day
versus 403 kL/day in the planning report for planning purposes, and measured peak wet weather
flow of 9.6 L/s versus 23.2 L/s in the planning report.
The most likely explanation for the differences in flows is the EP estimate that has been adopted
for the catchment. The application of load estimates based on land area in commercial and
industrial areas is not nearly as reliable as for residential areas, and given the nature of
development at Fisherman Islands with large storage areas and relatively small numbers of
people the differences are not surprising.
UU has advised that each of the installed pumps at SP206 has a duty capacity of 40 L/s. Both
the planning estimates and flow data suggest that there is sufficient capacity in the pumps at
present and for the medium term.

4.4

Capital Infrastructure Plan

UU periodically publishes its capital works plan as part of the Netserv Plan7. This is generally
reviewed every five years, and the latest version of the plan was released on the 1 July 2020.
Appendix B of the Plan sets out proposed future investment.
There is no network investment currently planned that is directly relevant to port lands, however
it is noted that a range of works is planned to augment treatment plant and other facilities which
will service sewage flows from port land.
Notwithstanding the above, PBPL and UU collaborated to provide a sewerage connection from
the new BICT to the Luggage Point STP. This provides a branch connection into the existing rising
main from Fisherman Islands SP206 to the treatment plant. This work is separate from the
Netserv Plan and is subject to a development-related agreement between UU and PBPL.

4.5

PBPL Infrastructure Priorities

Priority items identified in PBPL’s Master Plan for 2018-2048 relating to the sewerage service
are summarised in Table 17.
Table 17 PBPL Infrastructure Priorities - Sewerage
Precinct

Priority

Actions

Fisherman Islands
and Port Gate

Ongoing

Maintain and extend sewerage service to Fisherman
Islands and Future Port Expansion (FPE)

Port West

Ongoing

Maintain and extend sewerage service to Port West

Medium

Implement upgrades to existing sewerage network
including a pumped sewerage system

4.6

Summary of Findings

As with the water demand, the actual sewage generation by current port customers are lower
than the planning criteria. It is expected that future port developments will be of similar nature
to the existing developments and consequently sewerage requirements (i.e. projected port
growth/development demand is not expected to require truck system upgrades beyond that
planned by UU).

7

Urban Utilities (2019), Water Netserv Plan was finalised 1 July 2020
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The LUP provides an increase of about 30% to current port footprint after the year 2030 while
UU’s load forecast to its ultimate horizon is roughly 2.5 times the projections for the year 2016.
Although master plans for the relevant sewerage networks have not been updated recently, this
indicates that future strategies to be adopted by UU for these systems will be adequate to
service the port’s onward requirements.
UU and PBPL are yet to establish revised formal interface points between their sewerage
networks. Whilst these points are generally recognisable based on the current sewerage
arrangements, UU and PBPL have had discussions regarding asset ownership and maintenance
requirements. Of particular interest to these negotiations is the determination of SP206
ownership.
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5.

Roads
5.1

Existing Road Network

Access within and to the Port of Brisbane is facilitated by a network of “internal” (i.e. port
roads) and “external” road networks established in and around BCPL. Outside BCPL, the
existing external roads that support the port’s transport requirements are classified as follows:
a.

State controlled roads including franchised motorways (e.g. the Port of Brisbane
Motorway and the Gateway Motorway)

b.

Local government roads (e.g. Kingsford Smith Drive, Tingira Street and Lytton Road)

Road networks in and around port lands and their corresponding classifications are shown in
Figure . The primary road corridors connecting various port precincts to the greater road
networks are described in Table 18.
Table 18 Overview of Existing Road Network Providing Access to Port
Lands
Precinct
Fisherman
Islands and Port
Gate

Existing Network Overview
PoBM is the main access corridor connecting the Fisherman Islands and
Port Gate precincts to the National Highway network. PoBM extends
between the Gateway Motorway and Port Drive, featuring an interchange
at Pritchard Street and an intersection-free connection to Gateway
Motorway.
Port West is accessible via Lytton Road. It is expected that once
developed, this road will be the primary access corridor to this port
precinct.

Port West
PoBM also features an interchange that connects to Lytton Road near the
interconnection with Pritchard Street. This provides an immediate link
between Port West and the motorway network.
Tingira Street traverses port’s holdings in Port North.
Existing facilities on the southern portions of Port North are accessible via
Farrer St, which is located on lands owned by Queensland Rail (QR).
Port North
The main thoroughfares leading to these sites include Kingsford Smith
Drive and Eagle Farm Road. These corridors provide the link between Port
North and the motorway network.

Historically, PBPL has initiated and/or contributed to planning, funding, construction and
maintenance of road infrastructure that connect and service existing and former port precincts
and its surrounding neighbourhoods. Some of PBPL’s notable previous and planned initiatives
involving roads that immediately service port lands include:


Construction of the final stage of the Port of Brisbane Motorway, linking Fisherman Islands
to the Port of Brisbane Motorway (includes the connection of Tanker Street to Osprey
Drive as part of Port Gate) in accordance with the PBPL’s Road Franchise Agreement with
DTMR.



Upgrades to PBPL’s private road network (e.g. the duplication of the Lucinda Drive
Overpass off Port Drive, the further development of Peregrine and Lucinda Drives
(Fisherman Islands), the extension of Radar Street (Port West) and the upgrading of Farrer
Street (Port North)



Augmentation of the cycle path network near Port Gate
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Figure 9 Road Network around Brisbane Port8 (Queensland Government, 2018)
8

Extract from Queensland Government (Transport and Main Roads) (2018) Metropolitan Region Map, accessed from https://www.tmr.qld.gov.au/Travel-and-transport/Maps-and-guides/Queensland-Statecontrolled-roads-and-region-maps
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5.2

Road Traffic Demand

PBPL has facilitated significant growth in trade volumes over the past 10 years, with more than
half of the Port of Brisbane’s overall trade revenue from container movement. Of the 1.34
million TEUs containers traded in 2017/18:


90% were full container imports (including household items, building products, iron and
steel);



55% were full container exports (including meat products, cotton and agricultural products);



60% of import containers were unpacked in Brisbane (the majority within 40kms of the Port
of Brisbane);



75% of export containers were packed in Brisbane or adjacent regions (the majority within
100 kms of the Port of Brisbane); and



About 97.5% of the port’s current container trade are handled by roads.

Historical traffic count data from counter station 136260 located on the Port of Brisbane
Motorway near Oregon Street has been provided by DTMR. The data is shown graphically in
Figure .

Figure 10 Monthly traffic flow distribution (all vehicle classes)
The data shows a steady growth in traffic between 2016 and 2018. November is identified to be
consistently high in traffic throughput whilst December and April averaging the lowest.
PBPL is projecting growth in its container trade to about 5.0 million TEUs by 2050, as shown in
Figure . Growth (albeit to a lesser extent) is also projected in the port’s commodity trade
including motor vehicles dry and wet bulk good and general cargo.
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Figure 11

PBPL 30-Year Container Growth Forecasts9

Table 19 below summarises the PBPL container trade projections from 2020-2040 as they
correlate with the PBPL Response to the Inquiry into National Freight Supply Chain Properties
(2017) summary report. The projections for container trade and truck movements at the Port
of Brisbane for the next 20 years indicate considerable growth in truck movements to and from
the port.
Table 19 Daily Traffic Volumes based on Container Trade Projections
Year

Container & Truck Movement Projections 2020-2040
Container Trade (TEUs)
annually

Total Truck Movements per
Day

2020

1.39M

10,000

2030

2.23M

18,000

2040

3.42M

33,000

5.3

State Controlled Roads

5.3.1

Current Plans and Strategies

A range of Queensland Government documents were reviewed to identify the strategic direction
for transport infrastructure in and around the port, including:

9



Queensland Transport and Roads Investment Program (QTRIP)10, which documents the
forward 4-year infrastructure works programme of the state government.



Queensland Freight Strategy11

Data provided by PBPL

10

Queensland Government (2019) Queensland Transport and Roads Investment Program 2019-20 to 2022-23, Metropolitan.

11

Queensland Government Transport and Main Roads (2019) Queensland Freight Strategy – Advancing Freight in Queensland, accessed
from https://www.tmr.qld.gov.au/business-industry/Transport-sectors/Freight/Queensland-freight-strategy-advancing-freight
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Although the actions proposed in the latter two documents are generally strategic in nature and
do not outline committed infrastructure investments, its outcomes need to be considered in the
future planning of road infrastructures servicing the port.
Queensland Transport and Roads Investment Program
According to QTRIP, (2017-18 to 2020-21), no road transport projects are proposed in and
around the Port of Brisbane over the next four years. The only item of relevance to the Port of
Brisbane is a planning project in relation to the Gateway Motorway / Port of Brisbane Motorway
interchange (QTRIP Investment ID 1133501). DTMR has advised that this investigation relates
particularly to the merge from the Port of Brisbane Motorway onto the Gateway Motorway and
specifically an issue with weaving between the Lytton Road on-ramp and the exit to Gateway
Motorway southbound. Capital works arising from this investigation may be included in future
versions of QTRIP.
Queensland Freight Strategy – Advancing Freight in Queensland
Queensland’s forward strategy for freight was previously documented in the publication Moving
Freight – A Strategy for More Efficient Freight Movement” (2013). This has been superseded by
the Queensland Freight Strategy – Advancing Freight in Queensland (2019). The new strategy is
to be supported by the Queensland Freight Action Plan, a rolling two-year plan.
The broader strategy operates at a high level and has no direct impact on road infrastructure
serving the Port of Brisbane.
5.3.2

Consultation with DTMR

PoBM and Lytton Road are the two main road interfaces for port holdings south of Brisbane
River. In the absence of explicit information regarding the long-term strategic plans for these
corridors, the Department of Transport and Main Roads (DTMR) was consulted. Key items noted
from the consultation include:


With the Stage 2 upgrade of the PoBM now completed, DTMR is not proposing major
upgrade works as part of this corridor over the next 25 to 30 years.



Integration of the motorway’s Intelligent Transport System (ITS) infrastructure (e.g. Variable
Message Signs, Heavy Vehicle Information systems, etc.) to the overall system is the
remaining work to be carried out at this stage to complete the upgrade.



As the PoBM is critical to the effective transport of freight to and from the Port of Brisbane
and throughout SEQ, its efficiency and safety will continue to be monitored in partnership
with DTMR. For example, incidents of traffic congestion exiting the PoBM (south onto the
Gateway Motorway) have been noted recently at some peak times. Such matters have been
raised with DTMR with an agreement secured to collectively review and consider options
for addressing this situation as necessity dictates.



The PoBM and its interface with Port Drive has been designed to handle 40,000 vehicles per
day by the year 2026 and 65,000 vehicles per day by 2052. This is greater than the estimated
traffic volume generated by the forecast increase in the port’s container trade (refer to
Table 19).



Lytton Road is yet to be de-mained (although this is the intent), and is therefore still under
the control of DTMR. It is anticipated it will be transferred to BCC but this is subject to
agreement with BCC. This will alter the classification of Lytton Road to be a local
government asset.
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5.4

Local Government Roads

5.4.1

Local Government Infrastructure Plan

BCC’s LGIP was reviewed to identify future transport infrastructure in and around the core port
lands. Future trunk transport infrastructure is shown in Figure . It can be seen that there is no
transport infrastructure upgrades currently identified by BCC in the LGIP within or adjacent to
the port area. The most significant element relevant to the port is the Kingsford Smith Drive
upgrade, which is in progress.

Figure 12
5.4.2

BCC LGIP Works - Local Roads and Transport12

Neighbourhood Plans

In addition to the future transport infrastructure identified in the LGIP, transport considerations
are also addressed in neighbourhood plans prepared by BCC for the suburbs surrounding the
POB. The key considerations from these plans are provided below.
Australia TradeCoast Neighbourhood Plan
The earlier Australia TradeCoast Local Plan has largely been incorporated into the PinkenbaEagle Farm Neighbourhood Plan requiring the use of over mass vehicles to be located in the
precincts adjacent to the Gateway Motorway and the Port of Brisbane Motorway (PoBM)
subject to the activity being appropriate to that area: Direct access to the Gateway Motorway is
not permitted. A trunk infrastructure corridor has been identified along Lytton Road and Port
Drive.

12

Ibid, extract from Map H.
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Pinkenba/Eagle Farm Neighbourhood Plan
The Plan describes the transport network strategy as follows:
“Development in the Pinkenba/Eagle Farm Neighbourhood Plan area will be guided by the
following principles:


The efficiency and function of infrastructure networks are progressively improved by
development.



The transport network is progressively upgraded to meet the needs of business and industry
and to provide better connectivity between key employment nodes such as the Brisbane
Airport, Myrtletown and the petrochemical industries on Bulwer Island. Development in the
plan area does not compromise the future provision, function and operation of Kingsford
Smith Drive – Eagle Farm Road – Main Myrtletown Road. Any future road upgrades along
this corridor to ensure safe and convenient access for the Pinkenba Village



Pedestrians and cyclists are provided with continuous safe and convenient access to open
space networks, workplaces and the riverfront.”

Figure provides an extract from the Neighbourhood Plan showing proposed future road
upgrades.

Figure 13

Pinkenba/Eagle Farm proposed road upgrades and
streetscapes14

The neighbourhood plan is divided into six precincts. The Bulwer Island and Myrtletown
precincts are of particular relevance to PBPL.
Bulwer Island
Land uses within the Bulwer Island precinct are predominantly related to the port, and there is
provision for “high impact and noxious and hazardous industrial activities which require port
access”. Land uses aligned with existing and port-related activities will also be encouraged and
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preferably located closer to Tingira Street frontages.”
regarding road infrastructure.

There are no specific statements

Myrtletown
In respect of road infrastructure, the plan states that “to minimise road infrastructure costs,
vehicular access is principally obtained from Main Beach Road or Sandmere Road. Alternative
road access may be supported if the development site does not have frontage to either Main
Beach Road or Sandmere Road.” The plan also makes provision that “development between
Brownlee Street, Piped Road, and the Brisbane River occurs in accordance with an approved
Structure Plan that demonstrates integrated strategy for stormwater, drainage and roads.”
Wynnum-Manly Neighbourhood Plan
The Wynnum north precinct within the Wynnum-Manly Neighbourhood Plan area is located in
close proximity to the Australia Trade Coast industrial area. All traffic is to enter and exit the
Wynnum north sub-precinct via Pritchard Street in order to minimise impacts on nearby
residents
Hemmant-Lytton Neighbourhood Plan
The Hemmant-Lytton Neighbourhood Plan seeks to:


Facilitate a mixed industry, business and retail services area between Murarrie and Lytton
to meet the future needs of industry and improve convenience for local residents;



Facilitate industrial development, including marine industry along the riverfront of Brisbane
River;



Protect existing rural industry from urban encroachment by maintaining these areas as rural
zoning;



Protect community health and wellbeing by separating industrial uses from residential
activity;



Provide a range of low to very low-density housing opportunities south of the Cleveland rail
line for the Hemmant and Tingalpa communities. This includes maintaining existing large
rural lots and also allowing some low-scale residential development to occur in rural
residential and emerging community zones;



Deliver a well-ordered system of non-urban-zoned land that responds to the ecological
values and the hydrology of the Bulimba Creek catchment and along the eastern portion of
Hemmant and Tingalpa Roads;



Manage risks and hazards such as flooding and legacy issues from historic activities;



Extend Bill Benham Park, add a new park along Aquarium Avenue and upgrade Paul Conti
Park; and



Integrate and coordinate land use planning and infrastructure planning.

The Hemmant-Lytton Neighbourhood Plan does not propose amendments to the existing road
hierarchy of the areas which neighbour PBPL estates at Port West or Port Gate. As per Council’s
current City Plan 2014 road hierarchy classifications, Lytton Road remains an arterial road west
of Paringa Road and a suburban road east of Paringa Road. Lindum Road remains an arterial
road, Hemmant and Tingalpa Roads, North Road and Sandy Camp Road are ‘district roads’.
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5.4.3

Consultation with BCC

Consultation with BCC was conducted to discuss the impact of potential future BCC-proposed
transport upgrades on the road network and to seek clarification on transport items raised
during the development of the PIIP. Key items noted from the consultation include:


Since the last PIIP the Hemmant-Lytton Neighbourhood Plan has been finalised;



There have been no other changes to Neighbourhood Plans in the vicinity of the port since
the last PIIP was issued;



There are no transport upgrades currently identified in the LGIP that directly impact the
port, noting that the upgrades to the Kingsford Smith Drive corridor are ongoing;



Lytton Road remains a main road, but there is an intent for this to be transferred to BCC in
due course. Following de-maining it is expected that Lytton Road will be a designated
arterial or suburban route, with the form of the road (i.e. road reserve, cross-section) largely
a result of its future function as a key industrial/freight route.



For access to Lytton Road from the Port West site, Council will require a traffic impact
assessment to be completed;



There has been extensive negotiation between PBPL and BCC in relation to road
improvements required to adequately service the new cruise terminal at Luggage Point
(including a $5M contribution from PBPL for these works);



The mixed ownership of Farrer Street was noted – part PBPL, part BCC and part Queensland
Rail. The need for future upgrading of the intersection between Farrer Street and Kingsford
Smith Drive was noted; and



The City’s River Edge Strategy / River Access Network Plan is also of potential relevance but
does not extend below Hamilton and therefore will not affect the PIIP.

5.5

PBPL Infrastructure Priorities

Priority items identified in PBPL’s Master Plan for 2018-2048 relating to roads are summarised
in Table 20. These proposed actions are planned, funded implemented and maintained by
PBPL.
Table 20 PBPL Infrastructure Priorities – Roads
Precinct
Fisherman
Islands and Port
Gate

Priority
Ongoing

Actions
Manage “on-island” freight congestion
Hold the Heavy Transport Corridor (HTC) in reserve to link
future quayline developments and support trade logistics
Duplication of Lucinda Drive from Lucinda Bridge to Bishop
Drive

Port West

Medium

Construct new roads to service FPE

High

The Lytton Road upgrade requirements design is in
conjunction with BCC and DTMR to ensure future upgrade
works identify a preferred cycling infrastructure outcome.
Extend Radar Street to progressively service a larger
percentage of this estate (as demand dictates)

Medium
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Precinct

Priority

Actions
Work alongside State Government and BCC to ensure that
roads between Port West and Fisherman Islands are designed
and designated to cater for higher productivity vehicles

Port North

Ongoing

PBPL has worked closely with BCC in relation to the road
upgrades required to service the BICT, namely essential
sections of road network (i.e. Brownlee Street, Main Beach
Road & Marine Road. These works were partially funded by
PBPL and completed mid-2020. BCC will continue to future
plan for new industrial development as part of the Myrtletown
area in conjunction with PBPL and other key stakeholders to
ensure there is a gateway to the city from the airport and the
BICT.

5.6

Deloitte Access Economics Report

In 2019, Deloitte Access Economics completed a report on the potential for a freight rail link
from Acacia Ridge to the Port of Brisbane13. The report identified economic, environmental and
social benefits of a dedicated rail link which are further discussed in Section 6.2 of the Rail
chapter.

5.7

Summary of Findings

With the recent completion of the PoBM and Port Drive upgrades, the existing road network
that directly services Fisherman Islands and the Port Gate precinct are considered adequate to
service PBPL’s targeted container trade growth to 2050. However, this significant growth will
continue to put pressure on South East Queensland’s broader road network being used for
freight transport holistic planning on freight movement encompassing roads, rails and logistic
chains needs to be undertaken with more concrete infrastructure plans for its outcome.
DTMR is currently planning a project in relation to the Gateway Motorway / Port of Brisbane
Motorway interchange (QTRIP Investment ID 1133501). DTMR has advised that this
investigation relates particularly to the merge from the Port of Brisbane Motorway onto the
Gateway Motorway and specifically an issue with weaving between the Lytton Road on-ramp
and the exit to Gateway Motorway southbound. Capital works arising from this investigation
may be included in future versions of QTRIP.
The upgrades to essential sections of road networks in Port North to support the BICT as referred
above were completed in mid-2020. PBPL will continue to work collaboratively with BCC to
ensure future industrial development in the area is catered for and there is a gateway to the city
from the airport and the BICT.

13

Deloitte Access Economics (2019) Establishing the need for the last mile, making the case for a dedicated freight rail link from Acacia
Ridge to the Port of Brisbane.
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6.

Rail
6.1

Overview

There is no specific requirement for the PIIP to address the interface with rail under TIA.
However, PBPL’s LUP already addresses freight rail infrastructure and services in some detail
(Section 2.5.1.2).
PBPL is also working closely with key industry and government stakeholders in examining
opportunities to improve freight rail capacity to the port on the existing SEQ rail network and
opportunities for the future development of a dedicated freight rail route linking the port more
efficiently to regional hinterlands and the national rail freight network (including Inland Rail).
The following is a summary of the LUP’s rail commentary:


The port shares the same rail corridor as a number of Brisbane’s metropolitan passenger
rail services. The potential to maintain and/or grow rail freight using this line is constrained
as a result of the increasing frequency of passenger rail services and the limitations of below
rail infrastructure. Without improvements to the existing line and/or the development of a
new freight line, trade through the port will become increasingly constrained, as the longterm potential to accommodate additional trade on the road network is limited. In this
regard, the existing freight rail system (without any improvements) is predicted to reach
capacity in 2023.



Rolling upgrades of road infrastructure (whilst important) are not alone seen as providing a
long-term solution for the region’s freight transport challenges due to the capital and higher
maintenance cost of road infrastructure, the adverse environmental impacts of road
congestion and road safety impacts.

PBPL maintains that in keeping with global transport trends, SEQ must plan for a changed modal
split for its long-term, landside logistics function. Currently, around 2.5% of container trade
through the port is handled on rail; the projected increase in population and associated growth
in container trade will lead to a sixfold increase in the number of trucks on the road by 2050.
This means around 13 million truck movements annually – a situation that is not considered
sustainable, desirable or affordable for SEQ in the longer-term.

6.2

Rail Access and Capacity

Without the separation of freight and passenger rail, rail modal share through the Port of
Brisbane will further decline, leading to trade and community/liveability challenges.
Rolling upgrades of road infrastructure alone are not seen as providing a long-term solution for
the region’s freight transport challenges due to:


The capital and higher maintenance cost of road infrastructure;



The negative environmental impacts of road transport;



Increased overall logistics costs associated with road usage (particularly when the true cost
of road usage is factored in);



Safety issues of increasing freight on road; and



(Ultimately) increasing congestion at pinch-points even with continual expansion.

In line with global transport trends, SEQ must plan for an appropriate modal split for its landside
logistics function. The existing transport network does not have the capacity to meet the future
freight task in the long-term due to the expected strong, long-term growth in trade.
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The capacity of the rail network is also a consideration in determining future rail forecasts.
Predicting bulk network capacity is subject to various factors including the constraints associated
with:


Passenger volume growth in, and conflicts with, the Brisbane metropolitan network
especially the impact of passenger timetables moving to 15-minute intervals (passenger
trains are given priority over freight under State Government Legislation);



Existing restrictions on freight train lengths;



Restrictive axle-loading limits that reduce freight train load capacity / payload;



Seasonal fluctuations in demand for agricultural bulk rail services (e.g. reductions in grain
train sets); and



Restrictions on bulk movements resulting from the limitation of range crossing
infrastructure / path slots (that would open up exports through Brisbane from the Surat
Basin).

PBPL’s on-island rail facility, the BMT, aims to provide rail facilities that deliver an efficient link
for transporting containerised and bulk cargo to/from the port. The advantages of using the BMT
single rail head (as opposed to developing multiple spur lines within the port) include:


The ability to rationalise land allocated for intermodal activity;



Avoiding costs associated with shunting, breaking and multiple stops;



Avoiding on-terminal congestion; and



Providing efficient train turnarounds, which improve rolling stock and locomotive
utilisation.

Containerised rail exports through the Port of Brisbane are predominantly primary products (e.g.
meat, grain and cotton) but, due to rail capacity / infrastructure constraints, the volume of such
trade is presently restricted as is the potential to carry imported products by rail. There are a
number of different factors that could impact future rail demand through the port. These
include:


The possible development and influence of intermodal terminals within the region;



The investigation of dedicated freight rail infrastructure to the port from its hinterland that
overcomes existing capacity limitations;



The construction of the Brisbane to Melbourne inland rail link;



Increasing integration of port logistics chains;



Changing demand for containerised grain;



Increasing demand for coal exports through Brisbane;



Securing cotton trade out of northern New South Wales; and



The potential for user-pays road freight charging.

6.3

Deloitte Access Economics Report

In 2019, Deloitte Access Economics completed a report on the potential for a freight rail link
from Acacia Ridge to the Port of Brisbane14. The report identified the following direct benefits
from constructing the link, as well as a range of other benefits:
14

Deloitte Access Economics (2019) Establishing the need for the last mile, making the case for a dedicated freight rail link from Acacia
Ridge to the Port of Brisbane.
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Economic benefits:
– elimination from the road network of around 2.4 million total truck movements and
over 13.4 billion net tonne kilometres annually;
– reduced freight transport costs of around $115 million annually;
– reduced road congestion costs, estimated to save around $195 million annually;
– reduced road maintenance costs of around $155 million annually;
– indirect transport cost savings of around $45 million annually;
– social benefits: reduction in vehicle crashes involving heavy vehicles; and
– environmental benefits: Reduced GHG and other pollutant emissions.

6.4

SEQ City Deal Proposition

In 2019, the SEQ City Deal Proposition15 was published. One of two “transformational
opportunities” for infrastructure was to “Supercharge an SEQ Trade and Enterprise Spine
between the Toowoomba Trade Gateway and the Australia TradeCoast by connecting Inland
Rail to the Port of Brisbane and unlocking new jobs in the south-west and western growth
areas.”
It describes the connection of Inland Rail to the Port of Brisbane as:
“A critical opportunity within this spine is the early delivery of the Rail Freight Corridor linking
Inland Rail to the Port of Brisbane.
Investment in a dedicated freight rail port connection and a significant increase in rail’s modal
share can deliver a more efficient supply chain, increased global competitiveness and result in
fewer freight trucks on local roads. This project is critical to realising the full potential of Inland
Rail and supporting SEQ’s potential to be a global exporting powerhouse.
A dedicated freight rail connection will maximise freight movements on rail, potentially
removing significant truck movements from the SEQ road network, reducing congestion,
increasing safety, and limiting emissions. It will also reduce existing freight/passenger rail
conflicts which impede rail freight growth.”

6.5

Toowoomba Range Clearance Upgrade

Queensland Rail undertook lowering works to tunnel floors at 11 tunnels on the Toowoomba
Range and the Little Liverpool Range to allow 9’6” (2.9 m) high cube containers to pass. This
project ensures rail is a more viable and attractive option for industries to deliver goods to the
Port of Brisbane for export. According to the Queensland Rail website16, works were carried out
at all tunnels during 2018 and 2019.

6.6

PBPL’s approach

In addressing the future optimisation of rail freight capacity, PBPL, in partnership with
government agencies and the rail industry, is continuing to examine issues including but not
limited to:


15

Passenger volume growth in, and conflicts with, the Brisbane metropolitan network
especially the impact of passenger timetables moving to 15-minute intervals (passenger
trains are given legislative priority over freight services);

Council of Mayors South East Queensland and the Queensland Government (2019) Transforming SEQ – The SEQ City Deal Proposition

16

Queensland Rail current projects, Toowoomba Range Clearance Upgrade
https://www.queenslandrail.com.au/Community/Projects/Pages/Toowoomba-Range-Clearance-Upgrade.aspx
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The potential benefits of cross-river rail in providing improved freight capacity within the
existing SEQ rail system;



Existing restrictions on freight train lengths and axle-loading limits that collectively reduce
freight train capacity/payload;



Seasonal fluctuations in demand for agricultural bulk rail services (e.g. reductions in grain
train sets);



Restrictions on bulk movements resulting from the limitation of range crossing
infrastructure/path slots (that would open up exports through Brisbane from the Surat
Basin);



The opportunities afforded by Inland Rail (or other regional network improvements);



Better harnessing the underutilised intermodal capacity of the BMT to handle a significant
increase in rail’s modal share of the freight task (including the improvement of rail
infrastructure/servicing on Fisherman Islands); and



The exploration of options for a future, dedicated freight rail corridor / line to and from the
port.

These matters are addressed in the LUP and are the subject of ongoing discussions with relevant
State and Federal government agencies, local government authorities and industry
stakeholders.
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7.

Maritime Services
7.1

Overview

Under the Transport Operations (Marine Safety) Act 1994, control of navigation in the port is
the responsibility of the Regional Harbour Master, an officer of Maritime Safety Queensland.
Vessel Traffic Services, a division of Maritime Safety Queensland, is responsible for shipping
movements in the pilotage area and operates 24 hours a day. Maritime Safety Queensland
(MSQ) is a branch of the Department of Transport and Main Roads and is the safety regulator
for Queensland waterways.
Brisbane is Queensland's largest general cargo port and one of the fastest growing multi-cargo
ports in Australia. Currently the Port of Brisbane has around 2500 vessel visits per annum, with
the level of shipping movements not expected to grow significantly with the size of the vessels
increasing. There are currently nine (9) dedicated container berths at Fisherman Islands and a
further four (4) berths that can accommodate for general cargo and motor vehicles.
Currently, cruise ships are catered for at the Portside terminal, Hamilton and the Fisherman
Island Multiuser Terminal (MUT) (at least 30 calls per annum). Upon the commencement of
cruise operations at the BICT (please refer below to Section 7.4), the MUT will only service cruise
calls on and infrequent, back-up basis. It is also anticipated that the BICT will accommodate some
of the naval vessels that presently call at Fisherman Islands.

7.2

Assets

PBPL owns and maintains infrastructure within and around its port precincts that facilitate
maritime services. Presently, the following assets are owned and maintained by PBPL:


9 dedicated container berths and 4 berths for general cargo and motor vehicles at
Fisherman Islands;



Port North Common User Berth, Pinkenba;



Caltex Crude Oil Wharf, Fisherman Islands;



Caltex Products Wharf, Port Gate;



Coal Wharf, Fisherman Islands;



General Purpose Wharf, Fisherman Islands;



90 kms of shipping channels that stretch from the northern tip of Bribie Island to the mouth
of the Brisbane River;



2 dredgers (TSHD Brisbane and Ken Harvey) and a channel and berth levelling unit (Sea Lion)
undertake both maintenance and capital dredging from Breakfast Creek to the mouth of
the Brisbane River (with contract work throughout Queensland’s Northern Ports;



A twin-screw tug manages broader bay bed levelling and seasonal peaks in shoaling; and



An existing swing basin that was established in the 1960s (pre PBPL) exists between Luggage
Point and Fisherman Islands (currently declared at -14m LAT or less) and a second swing
basin has recently been established opposite Berth 10 along the main shipping channel at
the mouth of the Brisbane River at a depth of -14.5 m LAT or less. There are some selective
channel deepening beyond -15m LAT declared depth.

The channels, reaches and berth depths are developed, monitored and maintained by PBPL’s
dredgers and hydrographic surveyors.
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7.3

Maritime Traffic

Increasing trade is driving increased shipping efficiencies, with longer, wider and deeper vessels
being built to service this demand. PBPL currently accommodates up to 10,000 TUE vessels, with
the need to increase this size of vessel over the next 30 years to 13,000 TUE. PBPL is continually
working alongside MSQ to accommodate this progressive trend toward the use of larger cargo
ships, whilst ensuring the increase in the size of vessels will maintain a manageable frequency
of movements to the Port of Brisbane. Including the progressive updating of PBPL’s wharf
bollard infrastructure to accommodate these larger vessels. The significant portion of maritime
traffic and movement will continue to move downstream of Lytton Rocks for reasons of safety,
efficiency, cost and overall environmental benefit.

7.4

Brisbane International Cruise Terminal

The existing cruise ship terminal in Portside, Hamilton can no longer facilitate the mega vessels
that draw a depth greater than 8.8m (9.1m at Lytton Rocks cutting) or larger than 270 m in
length. Limited air draft under the Sir Leo Hielscher Bridges further restricts access for mega
vessels to the existing terminal. Larger vessels are currently processed via Fisherman Islands
Grain Wharf and processed through the MUT. This is not ideal as passengers have to access the
main trade and industrial precincts within Fisherman Islands.
PBPL understood the growth in this industry and the need to accommodate the largest ships in
the world (day and base port calls). PBPL pursued and received approval in 2017 under a Marketled proposal with the State Government to develop a new purpose-built Brisbane International
Cruise Terminal (BICT), comprising of 14.22Ha dry and 6.43Ha wet areas at Luggage Point. BICT
will provide the following additional benefits:


Provide deep water access and a swing basin for all cruise vessels including mega cruise
ships greater than 270 metres in length, with a height of up to 73.5 metres (above water)
within close proximity to the Brisbane Airport;



Avoid the up-river height and air draft restrictions imposed by the Sir Leo Hielscher Bridges
and the Lytton Rocks cutting;



Have the capacity to accommodate the largest ships in the world (day and base port calls)
at a dedicated cruise facility without the need for dredging; and



Ensure the cruise terminal is a common-user terminal.

When BICT commences its operations (dependant on government sanctions re Covid-19) there
will be a large shift in the local movement of cruise ship arrivals and departures with fewer cruise
ships steaming upstream to the Portside Wharf at Hamilton. A significant portion of this growing
tourist trade (including larger mega-cruise vessels) will berth at the new BICT. PBPL has been
working in partnership with BCC, MSQ, UU, adjacent land owners, the State Government and
the cruise industry to develop tourism-related infrastructure ensuring a smooth transition to
this new facility.

7.5

PBPL Priorities

PBPL have key priorities in the short to medium term as part of its maritime sector, including:


Approved capital dredging and annual maintenance dredging of the Brisbane River (i.e.
maintaining and improving sea access to and at the port) forms a key part of PBPL’s
operational strategies and capital works program;



Creating a pipeline upgrade to the port to ensure larger vessels i.e. tankers are not part of
the upstream part of the Brisbane River; and
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7.6

Vessel size limitations in the Brisbane River has prompted expansion at Fisherman Islands
to cater for larger vessels and reduce the numbers of these vessels entering upper reaches
of the Brisbane River’s Port Limits. Fisherman Islands has potential to grow further and cater
for larger up to 350m that are becoming more prevalent in international shipping (i.e.
presently the largest regularly accessing the upper-reaches of Port Limits are 228 metres in
length, whilst it is important to note that vessels more than 270 metres in length use FI).

Summary

PBPL has obligations under its 99-year head lease to maintain the channel and berth depths at
the port. PBPL is also obliged to provide certain information, in particular in relation to channel
depths, to enable depths to be declared to MSQ – the Regional Harbour Master. Associated with
the activity of dredging is the hydrographic surveying capability that PBPL monitors, operates
and maintains.
There is an increased priority to optimise the existing shipping channel depths, widths, whilst
PBPL continue to develop new berths as required to support core port land expansion. Both
PBPL and MSQ will need to continue to accord with relevant maritime legislative requirements
to ensure future port development does not adversely impact on the safe and efficient operation
of significant aviation or maritime transport infrastructure either within or proximate to
Brisbane Core Port Land.
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8.

Stormwater
8.1

General Background

The potential interfaces between BCC and PBPL stormwater infrastructure were assessed as
follows:


If PBPL land is located upstream of BCC land, trunk infrastructure within the BCC land should
be sized to receive and safely convey runoff from both the PBPL and BCC land in accordance
with the adopted desired standard of service.



If PBPL land is located downstream of BCC land, trunk infrastructure within the PBPL land
should be sized to receive and safely convey runoff from both the BCC and PBPL land in
accordance with the desired standard of service.

In this context, the sizing of stormwater trunk infrastructure depends on the planned land uses
within the catchment. The various planned land uses have different intensities of development,
and therefore different “impervious fractions” and “coefficients of runoff” that determine the
potential quantity of stormwater runoff. BCC expresses stormwater network demand
generation rates as “runoff-hectares” (indicative quantities of stormwater runoff per hectare of
developable land) for various land uses.

8.2

Types of Stormwater Trunk Infrastructure

BCC’s City Plan 2014 identifies the following types of typical stormwater trunk infrastructure:


Natural waterway



Overland flow path and channel (natural and constructed)



Piped drainage including a pipe with a nominal diameter of 750mm or greater, culverts,
manholes, inlets and outlets



Wetland



Riparian corridor



Bank stabilisation, erosion protection and revegetation



Detention and retention facility

8.3

BCC Desired Standard of Service

All of PBPL land falls within BCC’s Priority Infrastructure Area as defined in City Plan 2014. All
port precincts (with the exception of Fisherman Islands) are within the “DSS Conveyance
Standard B” area on Map D2 Stormwater Network DSS Conveyance Standards. The following
desired standard of service therefore applies:
1.

The stormwater network is to collect and convey stormwater flows during both major and
minor flood events from existing and future land use in a manner that minimises risk to
property and life and reduces the cost of flood damage to the community;

2.

Locate future trunk infrastructure for the stormwater network identified in the plans in
Schedule 3 along an actual alignment identified as part of a feasibility study;

3.

Design the stormwater network for the areas identified in Map D2 Stormwater Network
DSS Conveyance Standards in accordance with the dual conveyance standards:
– The minimum desired capacity of the combined overland and underground trunk
drainage system is to be the 10-year ARI (10% AEP) rainfall event;
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– The minimum capacity of the underground drainage system is to be the 2 year ARI (50%
AEP) rainfall event with the overland flow limited in order to prevent flooding of utility
and living areas, however in some cases the underground drainage system may need
to be upgraded to the 10 year ARI (10% AEP) rainfall event; and
– Overland flow paths should be provided for the conveyance of flows in excess of the
capacity of the underground drainage system unless deemed impractical by the
Council.
4.

Road crossing structures shall be designed to provide an appropriate level of flood immunity
in accordance with the following:
– The latest version of the Queensland Urban Drainage Manual;
– The Infrastructure Design Planning Scheme Policy; and
– Any other applicable codes and standards in a local planning instrument.

5.

The stormwater network is designed on the assumption that the development achieves the
water quality objectives for receiving waters at all times;

6.

Water-sensitive urban design practices shall be implemented for all new development;

7.

Waterway rehabilitation and natural channel works shall be designed to conform with the
following:
– The latest version of the Queensland Urban Drainage Manual;
– The Infrastructure Design Planning Scheme Policy;
– Provide required hydraulic conveyance of the waterway whilst maximising the
potential environmental value of the waterway; and
– Not increase flood levels.

8.4

PBPL Stormwater Requirements

The LUP is broadly consistent with BCC’s general approach to stormwater. Information provided
by PBPL states that the design standard applied on port land is as follows:


Minimum capacity of underground drainage system is to be the 10-year ARI rainfall event;



All major roads are to remain trafficable during a 30-year ARI rainfall event; and



Overland flow paths should be provided for the conveyance of flows in excess of the
capacity of the underground drainage system (typically a 100 ARI rainfall event).

The purpose of the Landscaping, Stormwater and Water Sensitive Urban Design Code (which is
part of the LUP) is to:


Ensure development complements the sensitive environments that surround Brisbane core
port land;



Ensure that landscaping is functional and reflects the scale and intensity of the built
environment on Brisbane core port land;



Ensure that the stormwater runoff originating from a development on Brisbane core port
land does not compromise the environmental values of the receiving environments; and



Ensure stormwater is managed to ensure it does not adversely impact any person, property
or operation.

It is understood that fulfilment of this purpose would require adequate allowances for the safe
conveyance of stormwater within a formal drainage system.
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Outside BCC’s approach to stormwater, PBPL provides an alternative stormwater treatment
solution for its tenants and its own projects that are part of green field and existing core port
land. This approach to stormwater treatment first adopted in 2016, requires a voluntary
payment set at $32,000 per hectare. This offsite stormwater treatment strategy targets
sediment and ensuring best practice environmental management. For more information, please
refer to the Port of Brisbane Technical Guidelines (2019), Section 4.1A.4 Stormwater Quality, p.7.

8.5

Port Catchments and LGIP Interface

Stormwater catchment descriptions for each of the port precincts and the infrastructure
interface with BCC’s LGIP are summarised in Table 21.
Table 21 Port Catchments and LGIP Interface
Port Precincts

Catchment Description

BCC PIP Interface

Fisherman
Islands

With respect to stormwater runoff,
Fisherman Islands is entirely PBPL
land and is topographically isolated
from any BCC land.

There is therefore no interface
between
BCC
and
PBPL
stormwater trunk infrastructure in
that area.

Port Gate

The Port Gate precinct is located on
the northern end of the mainland.
Under the LUP, Port Gate is
designated for Special Industry,
Port Industry and Conservation
use.
It is located downstream of
approximately 85 ha of BCC land
that is zoned Special Industry and
includes the northern half of the
Caltex Refinery.

There is no existing or future
stormwater trunk infrastructure
identified in BCC’s LGIP in the
vicinity of Port Gate despite the
upstream
BCC
catchment
discharging through open drains
within PBPL land (refer to Figure
below).

Port West

Port West land is located on low
ground on the southern bank of the
Brisbane River.
Port West has an upstream
catchment of approximately 600 ha
containing areas identified in the
City Plan as predominantly General
Industry and Conservation drains.

The LGIP does not identify any
existing
or
future
trunk
infrastructure within or adjacent to
Port West. However, the upstream
BCC catchment drains through
several open channels within Port
West, which are not identified as
trunk infrastructure in the LGIP,
before entering the Brisbane River
(refer to Figure below).

Port North

Port North is located on low-lying
and relatively flat land at Pinkenba
and Bulwer Island directly adjoining
major waterways (Boggy Creek to
the north and Brisbane River to the
south).
A review of BCC’s contours shows
no
appreciable
stormwater
catchments in the vicinity of Port
North parcels.

The LGIP mapping shows no
existing or future stormwater trunk
infrastructure that interface with
Port North.
It is likely that each Port North
parcel will drain independently and
directly to the adjoining waterways,
and therefore there is no interface
between
BCC
and
PBPL
stormwater trunk infrastructure in
this area.
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Figure 14

BCC Catchments Upstream of PBPL Precincts

Table 22 PBPL Infrastructure Priorities - Stormwater Drainage
Precinct

Priority

Port West

Ongoing

8.6

Actions
Upgrade to estate drainage systems. The new drainage
channel will provide an outlet for a large proportion of the
stormwater from the Port West site and cater for
stormwater currently entering the site from adjacent land
areas. This new channel also makes a smaller existing
channel (approx. 360m long) redundant, that will be filled
to allow better utilisation of the Port West land area due to
the geographical configuration of the redundant channel.

Summary of Findings

In conclusion, as port lands are downstream of, or isolated from, BCC land, development of port
lands does not rely on the provision of trunk stormwater drainage infrastructure by BCC.
Port West and Port Gate precincts contain significant drainage channels that drain upstream
land. While not mapped as trunk infrastructure on BCC’s current LGIP, these channels perform
drainage and flood management functions that must be maintained.
Future development of port lands (including any potential modification or realignment of
drainage channels) must comply with applicable design guidelines relating to flood immunity
and drainage design. Development of port lands should avoid or mitigate any potential adverse
impacts on flooding and drainage of surrounding land. Potential adverse impacts include, but
are not limited to, increases to flood levels, depths or velocities across a range of flood
magnitudes.
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9.

Power Supply
9.1

Energex Infrastructure Plans

The following documents by Energex were reviewed to determine future infrastructure
initiatives relevant to the core port lands:


Distribution Annual Planning Report (DAPR), 2018-19 to 2022-2317



2016 DAPR for comparison



Proposed Augmentation in the Port of Brisbane Area to Establish a New 33/11 kV Zone
Substation

9.1.1

Overview of Energex Bulk Supply Arrangement

The supply of electricity to the Port of Brisbane originates from the Powerlink Queensland
Transmission Network at South Pine (H002) and Murarrie (H021). Power supply to various port
precincts are derived from the following Energex bulk supply substations:


Lytton Bulk Supply Substation (SSLBS), which services the following precincts:
– Fisherman Islands
– Port Gate
– Port West



Nudgee Bulk Supply Substation (SSNGE), which services the Port North precinct.

Detailed review of the above bulk supply substations and other relevant Energex infrastructures
are discussed in the ensuing subsections. The current power supply arrangement in and around
the core port lands is illustrated in Figure .

Figure 15

17

Existing Bulk Power Supply Arrangement around Port
Lands18

Energex (2018) Distribution Annual Planning Report 2018-19 to 2022-23,

18

Ibid, online mapping accessed from https://www.energex.com.au/about-us/company-information/company-policies-Andreports/distribution-annual-planning-report/dapr-map-2018
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The Energex feeders from Lytton bulk supply substation to Fisherman Islands are double circuit
lines designed for 110 kV operation, but currently operated at 33 kV. This arrangement provides
a means of expanding the network capability when demand growth makes this necessary to
meet the power system security standards and avoids issues with land access for network
development.
Distribution assets at Port of Brisbane are owned and operated by Energex Ltd. Energex has
been advised of future block load development by Port of Brisbane and individual customers
over the next 5 years.
Port of Brisbane is currently supplied by two 33/11kV Energex substations. Fisherman Islands B
Zone Substation, which supplies Sunstate Cement (the largest energy consumer at Fisherman
Islands), the Grain Terminal and other smaller facilities and Fisherman Islands A Zone Substation
which is located adjacent to BMT on land leased by Energex and supplies the balance of the
Fisherman Islands loads. The leased arrangement has provisions for Energex to have access
rights for distribution network assets, such as 11kV cables for future network development.
Several 11kV underground cables from the Fisherman Islands zone substations service individual
customers. Most of these feeders are located along road corridors and some are located within
individual leased areas. Energex has established 11kV ring main units for operability and
reliability purposes. The 11kV feeder supply 11kV/433V distribution transformers located on
individual leased sites and are supplied by dedicated 11kV feeders. Contracts are in place with
individual retailers of choice.
9.1.2

Planned Network Augmentation

Following the commissioning of The Fisherman Islands B Zone Substation as planned in
2016/2017, all the bulk supply and zone substations that supply loads within the Port of Brisbane
have sufficient capacity to meet the required security of supply standard. Consequently, there
is presently no augmentation planned for substations in the Port of Brisbane supply area.
9.1.3

Infrastructure Planning Criteria

The Network Security Standards adopted by Energex are detailed in Appendix C of their
Distribution Annual Planning Report (DAPR) and summarised in Table 23 of this report. The most
recent version of the DAPR covers the period from 2018-19 to 2022-23.
Planning of the network is required to deliver customer value by adopting safety net targets
which are defined in the Customer Outcome Standard for the categories of CBD, Urban and
Rural. Feeders and substations are assigned a category according to criteria for the area of
supply (CBD, Urban or Rural) and the appropriate safety net is assigned to the associated
network elements.
In this context, CBD applies to predominantly commercial high-rise buildings using high voltage
underground network with significant inter-connection when compared to urban areas.
Whereas, Urban applies to non-CBD areas predominantly supplying actual maximum demand
per total feeder route length of greater than 0.3 MVA per km. Rural then applies to non-CBD
and non-Urban areas. All analysis is based on 50% POE loads. Based on these definitions, the
network that supplies the Port of Brisbane area is classified as Urban.
It is noted that despite the Port of Brisbane being classified as Urban, the port has a post disaster
function and therefore needs better than urban supply security. Post disaster functions would
include ensuring particular trade can occur such as unloading fuel tankers or unloading
containers from vessels which may include essential or post disaster supplies. Such port
operations would require electricity supply.
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Table 23 Energex Service and Security Standards
Infrastructure

Standards

High Security

Ensure that any single credible event does not result in a loss of customer
supply

CBD

Any interruption in customer supply resulting from an N-1 event at the subtransmission level is restored within 1 minute

Urban

No greater than 40 MVA (16,000 customers) is without supply for >30
minutes No greater than 12 MVA (5,000 customers) is without supply for >3
hours
No greater than 4 MVA (1,600 customers) is without supply for >8 hours

Rural

No greater than 40 MVA (16,000 customers) is without supply for >30
minutes No greater than 15 MVA (6,000 customers) is without supply for >4
hours
No greater than 10 MVA (4,000 customers) is without supply for >12 hours.

9.1.4

Lytton Power Supply

Energex assets in the Lytton bulk power supply system were reviewed as part of the PIIP. These
include:


SSLBS Feeders from Murarrie



SSLBS Bulk Supply Substation



Zone Substations SSLYT and SSFIS, and SSFBS which are relevant to Brisbane Port. Refer to
Energex asset map in Figure .

Figure 16 Energex asset map
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Table 24 Energex Infrastructure Planning for SSLBS Supply Network
Components

Infrastructure Description and Assessments

SSLBS
Feeders

Two 110-kV feeders supply SSLBS from Murarrie, namely F7270 and F7271.
The capacities of these feeders are rated at 1009 A.
The present Energex DAPR reports 2018/19 10% PoE forecast load for these
feeders at:
 324 A and 324 A respectively.
Augmentation of these feeders was not identified in the DAPR.

SSLBS Bulk
Supply
Substation

SSLBS has an Emergency Cyclic Capacity (ECC) rating of 170.9 MVA, which
is higher than the 2018/19 to 2022/23 10% PoE forecast summer loads
reported in the DAPR:
 128 MVA in 2018/19 and 130.7 MVA in 2022/23.
Based on this, no capacity augmentation project was identified in the DAPR
for SSLBS.

SSFIS Zone
Substation

SSFIS is equipped with 2 x 15/18 MVA, 33/11kV transformers. The substation
currently has Normal Cyclic Capacity (NCC) rating of 37.8 MVA and ECC
rating of 20.7 MVA.
 The 10% POE load in 2018/19 is forecast at 12MVA and the 10% POE
load in 2022/23 is 15.5MVA
No augmentation is required based on this level of loading.

SSFBS Zone
Substation

SSFBS is equipped with 1 x 15/25 MVA, 33/11kV transformers. The
substation currently has Normal Cyclic Capacity (NCC) rating of 26.3 MVA
and ECC rating of 0 MVA (single transformer).
 The 10% POE load in 2018/19 is forecast at 4.2MVA and the 10% POE
load in 2022/23 is 4.2MVA
During a transformer contingency supply can be fully restored from SSFIS
and hence no augmentation is required based on this level of loading.

SSLYT Zone
Substation

SSLYT is equipped with 1x15.1MVA and 2x15/20MVA, 33/11kV
transformers. The substation currently has Normal Cyclic Capacity (NCC)
rating of 74.9 MVA and ECC rating of 55.3 MVA.
 The 10% POE load in 2018/19 is forecast at 27MVA and the 10% POE
load in 2022/23 is 27MVA
No augmentation is required based on this level of loading.

9.1.5

Nudgee Bulk Power Supply

The Energex assets in the Nudgee bulk power supply system reviewed as part of the PIIP and
the assessments on its capacities are summarised in Table 25.
Table 25 Energex Infrastructure Planning for SSNGE Supply Network
Components

Infrastructure Description and Assessments

SSNGE
Bulk
Supply Substation

SSNGE has an Emergency Cyclic Capacity (ECC) rating of 181.7 MVA,
compared to the 2018/19 to 2022/23 10% PoE forecast summer loads
reported in the DAPR:
 158.9 MVA in 2018/19 and 184.5 MVA in 2022/23.
There is 3.1MVA of commissioned embedded generation at SSNGE.
Based on this, no capacity augmentation project was identified in the
DAPR for SSNGE.
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Components

Infrastructure Description and Assessments

F912 and F913
Feeders to SSMDH
F7337 and F7338
Feeders to SSMTN

These 110-kV feeders are from SSNGE to Meeandah and Myrtletown
Bulk Supply Substations (SSMDH and SSMTN respectively). The
capacities of these feeders were assessed based on the summer load
forecasts as these were considered more critical than the winter loads.
For the SSMDH feeders, the 10% PoE forecast loads reach a maximum
of 141 A. It is however noted that there is adequate capacity in these
existing assets to handle the loss of either one of these feeders.
The maximum forecasts for the SSMTN feeders is 111A. There is
adequate capacity in either one of the two parallel feeders to
accommodate the forecast loads.

SSMDH
Bulk
Supply Substation

The ECC capacity of SSMDH is 91.5MVA.
The maximum 10% PoE forecast load for summer is 55.6 MVA. With
the existing 2 x 80 MVA transformers in SSMDH, there are no
constraints to supplying the forecast load under the loss of either
transformer.

SSMTN
Bulk
Supply Substation

The ECC capacity of SSMTN is 138MVA.
The maximum 10% PoE forecast load for summer is 44.1 MVA. With
the existing 2 x 120 MVA transformers in SSMTN, there are no
constraints to supplying the forecast load under the loss of either
transformer.

9.2

Planning for Demand Forecasts

Energex planning relies on demand forecasting and assessment of need based on the Service
and Security Standards. Energex employs a bottom-up approach to develop its 10-year zone
substation peak demand forecast, based on temperature corrected historical demands,
customer profiles based on demographic and population profiles, and local knowledge from
Asset Managers about size and timing of new block loads.
Beyond 10 years Energex uses spatial load density techniques to develop longer term forecasts.
Strategic load densities (measured in MVA/km2) assigned to parcels of land within a substation
supply area are aggregated to estimate load for a particular substation. The load densities relate
to a range of economic development scenarios; which can lead to a range of load densities for
different categories of load.
Based on the current load forecast no augmentation is planned for electricity supply assets in
the Port of Brisbane Supply area. There is sufficient capacity to supply forecast loads within the
surrounding substations and feeders for at least the next 5 years.

9.3

PBPL Infrastructure Priorities

Priority items identified in PBPL’s Master Plan for 2018-2048 relating to the power supply are
summarised in Table 26.
Table 26 PBPL Infrastructure Priorities - Power Supply
Precinct

Priority

Actions

Fisherman Islands and Port
Gate

Ongoing

 Maintain and extend
power
supply
to
Fisherman Islands and
Future Port Expansion
(FPE)

Port West

Ongoing

 Maintain and extend
power supply to Port
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West
Port North

9.4

Ongoing

 Maintain and extend
power supply to Port
North

Summary of Findings

The electricity infrastructure supplying the Port of Brisbane has been designed with future
expansion in mind, including:


Sufficient capacity in the transmission network;



Construction of the feeders from Lytton Bulk Supply Substation to Fisherman’s Islands for
110 kV operation, with initial (existing) operation at 33 kV;



Provisions for expansion in the planning of the Fisherman Islands Bulk Supply substation at
Lucinda Drive, with initial (existing) operation at 33kV and provision for expansion to future
operation as both a Bulk Supply (110kV/33kV), and



Energex access rights to distribution assets such as 11kV cables to facilitate future network.

The forecasts for demand within the Port of Brisbane area do not always capture all future load,
but it is expected that forecasts will become more accurate as the supply need becomes more
certain. The load forecast affects the timing of a network augmentation, more than the
probability of the augmentation eventuating, provided the load is generally in the same location,
and reasonably similar in its characteristics.
Therefore it is concluded that adequate electricity network planning is in place to cater for a
range of customer load developments for the Port of Brisbane.
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10.

Conclusion
The following table outlines the outcomes of the reviews undertaken as part of the PIIP study.
It also highlights the previously and planned infrastructure initiatives and contributions by PBPL
that are geared towards improving the level of service to port-related developments.
Table 27 Summary of PIIP Review
Infrastructure
Element

External
Stakeholders

Summary of PIIP Review

Land
Use
Planning

Brisbane City
Council

BCC’s City Plan 2014 is generally consistent with PBPL’s
planning initiatives (both land use and development timing) as
summarised in its LUP.
Approved by the state and local governments, Port West is a
designated zone for industrial development. While PBPL’s
current development plans do not identify the provision of park
land, Port West when developed will incorporate amenities for
local workers (including a riparian corridor setback) that will
not compromise the industrial primacy of the site.
The approach is consistent with PBPL’s general development
strategy that has led to approximately 35% of core port lands
being designated for as Open Space, Conservation/Buffer or
Buffer/Investigation uses. This is an internationally unique
‘green space’ provision for a port.
Further requirement(s) for community purpose infrastructures
and open spaces within Port West will be discussed with BCC
to ensure that such provisions will be appropriately located
and well-integrated into the port’s development plans.
Where necessary, the future inclusion of additional Brisbane
Core Port Land in the LUP may also prompt a review and
updating of this PIIP.

Water
Supply

Urban Utilities

PBPL functions as the Water Service Provider for its
developments. PBPL is responsible for provision, operation
and maintenance of water supply reticulation networks within
Fisherman Islands, Port Gate and Port West.
Water is supplied to port lands from UU’s broader water supply
networks, particularly the Wellers Hill and Bartleys Hill water
supply areas. A review of the UU’s current infrastructure
planning indicates that the planning criteria adopted by UU are
generally higher than the historical water demands of existing
port customers. It is expected that future developments within
the port will be of similar nature to existing developments and
consequently its water demands will be similar.
Based on the PIIP review, existing and future infrastructure
proposed by UU are consistent with the provisions of the PBPL
Land Use Plan.
With the planned 30% increase in port footprint by 2040, UU’s
infrastructure strategy is considered adequate to service the
future water demands on port lands. None of the planned
works identified in UU’s current capital investment programme
is directly attributed to demand growth within port lands.
Notwithstanding, the possible implications of higher than
expected future peak instantaneous flow requirements on
network planning needs to be continually monitored and
confirmed.
PBPL is also exploring potential pressure reduction initiatives
in line with its system leakage management approach. The
implication of this proposed change to supply pressures on fire
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Infrastructure
Element

External
Stakeholders

Summary of PIIP Review
flow availability needs to be confirmed and coordinated in due
course.
UU and PBPL are yet to establish formal interface points
between their water supply networks. Whilst these points are
generally recognisable based on the current water supply
arrangements, UU and PBPL are currently in negotiations to
formalise these terms and implications for the sharing of asset
ownership and maintenance requirements. The PIIP may
need to be updated in the future to reflect the outcome of the
ongoing discussions with UU.

Sewerage

Urban Utilities

Similar to water supply, PBPL is responsible for provision,
operation and maintenance of the internal reticulation
networks within Fisherman Islands, Port Gate and Port West.
Sewage flows from port lands are discharged to UU’s broader
sewerage network for treatment at Luggage Point STP. UU
has not updated the sewerage infrastructure planning for the
Australia Trade Coast (ATC) area since 2005. The ATC
includes the port lands.
In lieu of reviewing an infrastructure plan, a comparison of
UU’s current planning and design criteria was instead
conducted as part of the PIIP study. The review indicates that
actual sewage generation in existing port developments is
lower than the criteria used by UU to plan its capital works.
Based on the PIIP review, existing and future infrastructure
proposed by UU are consistent with the provisions of the PBPL
Land Use Plan.
UU and PBPL are yet to establish formal interface points
between their sewerage networks. Whilst these points are
generally recognisable based on the current sewerage
arrangements, UU and PBPL are in the currently in
negotiations to formalise these terms and implications for the
sharing of asset ownership and maintenance requirements. Of
particular interest to these negotiations is the determination of
SP206 ownership. The PIIP may need to be updated in the
future to reflect the outcome of the ongoing discussions with
UU.

Roads

Department of
Transport and
Main Roads

With about 97.5% of its cargo trade being handled by trucking,
PBPL recognises the significance of adequate and wellmaintained road networks to its operations.
PBPL has historically initiated and/or contributed to the
planning, funding, construction and maintenance of key road
infrastructures that connect and service the port precincts and
its surrounding neighbourhoods. Some of PBPL’s notable
previous and planned initiatives involving roads that
immediately service port lands include:
• Construction of the final stage of the Port of Brisbane
Motorway, linking Fisherman Islands to the Port of Brisbane
Motorway (includes the connection of Tanker Street to
Osprey Drive as part of Port Gate) in accordance with the
PBPL’s Road Franchise Agreement with DTMR. These
works were completed in December 2018.
• Upgrades to PBPL’s private road network (e.g. the
duplication of the Lucinda Drive Overpass off Port Drive, the
further development of Peregrine and Lucinda Drives
(Fisherman Islands), the extension of Radar Street (Port

Brisbane City
Council
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Infrastructure
Element

External
Stakeholders

Summary of PIIP Review
West) and the upgrading of Farrer Street (Port North) all
carried out between 2015-2019.
The completion of the PoBM upgrade ensures that the existing
road network directly servicing Fisherman Islands and Port
Gate precincts are adequate to service PBPL’s targeted
container trade growth to 2050. This is particularly critical
since 66% of the port’s cargo trade is moved within Brisbane
and its adjacent regions.
Given its regional importance as a freight route, the PoBM’s
efficiency and safety will continue to be monitored in
partnership with DTMR (noting that recent incidents of traffic
congestion exiting the PoBM (south onto the Gateway
Motorway) have been raised with DTMR for review and the
consideration of remedial options as necessity dictates.
The development of Port North and in areas nominated for
future inclusion as Brisbane Core Port Land will be the subject
of site and issue-specific infrastructure provision discussions
as needs, design detail and development priorities warrant.
It is expected that the significant cargo trade growth targeted
by PBPL will continue to put pressure on South-East
Queensland’s broader road network that is used for freight
transport.
Notwithstanding the completed and planned road
infrastructure works, a holistic planning on freight movement
encompassing roads, rails and logistic chain needs (to, from
and beyond the port) is to be coordinated with relevant state
and local government stakeholders to determine more
concrete infrastructure plans to support the growing port trade.

Rail

Australian Rail
and Track
Corporation
Queensland
Rail

PBPL is of the view that in keeping with global transport
trends, SEQ must plan for a changed modal split for its longterm, landside logistics function. Currently, around 2.5% of
container trade through the port is handled on rail; the
projected increase in population and therefore growth in
container trade will lead to a sixfold increase in the number of
trucks on the road by 2050.
In 2019, Deloitte Access Economics completed a report on the
potential for a freight rail link from Acacia Ridge to the Port of
Brisbane. The report identified significant economic, social
and environmental benefits of having a freight rail link to the
port.
Also in 2019, the SEQ City Deal Proposition was published.
One of two “transformational opportunities” for infrastructure
was to “Supercharge an SEQ Trade and Enterprise Spine
between the Toowoomba Trade Gateway and the Australia
TradeCoast by connecting Inland Rail to the Port of Brisbane
and unlocking new jobs in the south-west and western growth
areas.”
Queensland Rail recently completed the undertaking of
lowering works to 11 tunnel floors on the Toowoomba Range
and the Little Liverpool Range to allow 9’6” (2.9 m) high cube
containers to pass. The project will ensure rail is a more viable
and attractive option for industries to deliver goods to the Port
of Brisbane for export.
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Infrastructure
Element

External
Stakeholders

Summary of PIIP Review

Maritime
Services

Maritime
Safety
Queensland

PBPL has obligations under its 99-year head lease to maintain
the channel and berth depths at the port. PBPL is also obliged
to provide certain information, in particular in relation to
channel depths, to enable depths to be declared to MSQ – the
Regional Harbour Master. Associated with the activity of
dredging is the hydrographic surveying capability that PBPL
monitors, operates and maintains.
Maritime Safety Queensland (MSQ) is a branch of the
Department of Transport and Main Roads and is the safety
regulator for Queensland waterways. Brisbane is
Queensland's largest general cargo port and one of the fastest
growing multi-cargo ports in Australia. There are over 2500
vessel visits annually.
Presently, the following assets are owned and maintained by
PBPL
 9 dedicated container berths and 4 berths for general cargo
and motor vehicles at Fisherman Islands
 Port North Common User Berth, Pinkenba
 Caltex Crude Oil Wharf, Fisherman Islands
 Caltex Products Wharf, Port Gate
 Coal Wharf, Fisherman Islands
 General Purpose Wharf, Fisherman Islands
 90 kms of shipping channels
 2 Dredgers
 1 Bed Leveller Unit
 Swing basin at Fisherman Islands (not owned by PBPL)
 Swing basin adjacent to Berths 10 and 11 (not owned by
PBPL)
The channels, reaches and berths are developed, monitored
and maintained by PBPL’s fleet of dredgers and hydrographic
surveyors.
PBPL has recently competed the development of a new
purpose-built Brisbane International Cruise Terminal (BICT)
comprising of 14.22Ha dry and 6.43Ha wet area at Luggage
Point.
When BICT commences its operations (dependant on
government sanctions re Covid-19) there will be a large shift
in the local movement of cruise ship arrivals and departures
with fewer cruise ships steaming upstream to the Portside
Wharf at Hamilton. A significant portion of this growing tourist
trade (including larger mega-cruise vessels) will berth at the
new BICT. PBPL has been working in partnership with BCC,
MSQ, UU, adjacent land owners, the State Government and
the cruise industry to develop tourism-related infrastructure
ensuring a smooth transition to this new facility.

Stormwater

Brisbane City
Council

Provisions made by PBPL in its developments for stormwater
infrastructure are consistent with BCC’s general approach to
stormwater management planning and design, specifically:
• Underground drainage system designed for a minimum
capacity of 10-year ARI rainfall event.
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Infrastructure
Element

External
Stakeholders

Summary of PIIP Review
• All major roads are designed to remain trafficable during a
30-year ARI rainfall event.
• Overland flow paths are provided for the conveyance of flows
in excess of the capacity of the underground drainage
system. These flow paths are typically designed for a 100year ARI rainfall event.
With the exception of Port West, there is no interface between
BCC’s stormwater infrastructures and the existing port
precincts.

Power
Supply

Energex

The electricity infrastructure supplying the Port of Brisbane
has been designed with future expansion in mind, including:
• Sufficient capacity in the transmission network;
• Construction of the feeders from Lytton Bulk Supply
Substation to Fisherman Islands Bulk Supply Substation at
Lucinda;
• Drive (SSFBS) for 110 kV operation, with initial (existing)
operation at 33 kV and provision for expansion to future
operation as both a Bulk Supply (110kV/33kV) and Zone
(33kV/11kV) Substation, and
• Energex access rights to distribution assets such as 11kV
cables to facilitate future network.
The forecasts for demand within the Port of Brisbane area
does not capture all future load, but it is expected that
forecasts will become more accurate as the supply need
becomes more certain. The load forecast affects the timing of
a network augmentation, more than the probability of the
augmentation eventuating, provided the load is generally in
the same location, and reasonably similar in its characteristics.
It is therefore concluded that adequate electricity network
planning is in place to cater for a range of customer load
developments for the Port of Brisbane.
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11.

Qualifications
This document has been prepared by GHD for Port of Brisbane Pty Ltd and may only be used and
relied on by Port of Brisbane Pty Ltd for the purpose agreed between GHD and the Port of
Brisbane Pty Ltd as set out in this document.
GHD otherwise disclaims responsibility to any person other than Port of Brisbane Pty Ltd arising
in connection with this document. GHD also excludes implied warranties and conditions, to the
extent legally permissible.
The services undertaken by GHD in connection with preparing this document were limited to
those specifically detailed in the document and are subject to the scope limitations set out in
the report.
GHD has prepared this document on the basis of information provided by Port of Brisbane Pty
Ltd and others who provided information to GHD (including Government authorities), which
GHD has not independently verified or checked beyond the agreed scope of work. GHD does not
accept liability in connection with such unverified information, including errors and omissions in
the report which were caused by errors or omissions in that information.
The opinions, conclusions and any recommendations in this report are based on conditions
encountered and information reviewed at the date of preparation of the document. GHD has no
responsibility or obligation to update this report to account for events or changes occurring
subsequent to the date that the document was prepared.
The opinions, conclusions and any recommendations in this report are based on assumptions
made by GHD described in this document. GHD disclaims liability arising from any of the
assumptions being incorrect.
Further, GHD has not been involved in the preparation of the “Brisbane Port Land Use Plan 2015”
and has had no contribution to, or review of the “Brisbane Port Land Use Plan 2020” other than
in “Priority Infrastructure Interface Plan”. GHD shall not be liable to any person for any error in,
omission from, or false or misleading statement in, any other part of the “Brisbane Port Land
Use Plan 2015”.
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